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. . . . . . . . . . .  Council members 
, OTTAWA (CP) -- A 
lawyer for the Consumers' 
Association of Canada 
(CAC) has accused Tran- 
aSl~rt Minister Otto Lsng of 
mpflng to interfere in 
Canadian transport corn- 
missis bear inp  into setting 
_up a cut-rate charter system 
for the country. 
Greg Kane said in a 
telephone interview Monday 
it is disturbing that Lang 
sent the commission 
~e~dont, Edgar Benson, a 
prior to (he start of t~. 
hearings saying such 
hearings may be un- 
necessary. 
In copies of Lang's letter, 
made public by the com- 
mission, the minister also 
expressed concern that the 
Iransport commission might 
reach a decision on the basis 
c~athe hearings, now us- 
y, that would conflict 
with policies being 
developed by the govern- 
meat. 
Kane said Lang ap- 
parantly was trying'to in- 
flueace the decision by the 
commission to hold hearings 
on whether the advanced 
booking charter (ABC) 
system should be introduced 
to domestic routes. 
Kane also accused Lang of 
apparently trying to in- 
tluence the outcome of the 
hearings, if they were held. 
"It's like interf _e4"tng with 
a court," Kane said because 
the commission is an in. 
~y.ndent, quasi-Judicial 
But "to his considerable 
credit, Be~mm rmlsted the 
~ms~gsUre," and. called the 
Kane said. 
The hearings are to 
determine wheter a 
uggravate CP Air's 
financial problems and 
force it to decrease its 
services. 
In his letter dated July, 6, 
Laag said he acknowledged 
the importance of the 
decision on the ABC char- 
ters. 
"I am concerned, 
however, about the delay 
that may now be expected 
befor~ the. air transport 
committ'e eventual decision 
and the policies which the 
guvemment is developing 
with respect to international 
air passenger charter 
services and with respect to 
international ir passenger 
charter services and with 
respect ot the structure of 
the domestic air carrier 
industry," Laeg wrote. The 
air transport committee 
ATC is a dubdivision of the 
eommiasion. 
Lang also said he was 
"not convinced that the 
public hearin~ prof,.s, ed by 
the ATC wm yeua sun- 
stantial new information," 
about the ABC charter 
system. 
These factors led him to 
ask his staff to develop by 
fall a policy nn domestic 
ABCs that would be con- 
sistent with other depart- 
ment policies, Lan 8 said. 
"Under the clrcunstances, 
the eommittee may consider 
the proposed hearings 
unnecessary and may 
prefer to await the 
statements of government 
policy planned for this fall. 
"In the meantime, I would 
be grateful if the committe 
could give Transport 
Canada officials access to 
the submissions...on ABCa 
on a confidential bask as 
The only gold course in given that warning at last 
town may have to close if night's meeting when a 
club members fail to get letter was recieved from the 
i 
r Oil coal i t ion 
asks extension 
VANCOUVER (CP)- Participants in the West Coast 
oil ports inquiry 4emanded Monday an extension of 
the hearings here to "prove the integrity of the 
inquiry." 
Spokesmen for the KRimat Oil Coalition, the Union 
of British Columbia Indian Chiefs, the Nishga Tribal 
Council, the United Fishermen and Allied Workers 
and the B.C. Wildlife Federation all asked for the 
extension. 
The demand was made at the openings of formal 
hearings here by inquiry commismoner Dr. Andrew 
Thompson on phase one in the inquiry, relating to 
legislation and regulations governing tanker traffic 
and terminals. 
All those who spoke at the session said the spring 
deadline, extended from Dec. 31 by Thompson, does 
not give parties sufficient time to have their say, 
particularly at community hearings, about oil port 
plans which might effect them. 
The inquiry was set up last March to study an oil 
port proposal for Kitimat on the north-weet B.C. coast. 
Its scope was broadened in June when Kitimat Pipe 
Line Ltd. deferred its application pending a bid by 
Trans-Meuntain Pipe Line Ltd. to ship oil via its 
ezisting line from Cherry Point, Wash., to Edmonton. 
Them .linen said he would consider the demand and 
disenssit with Ottawa, but eautioned the groups that 
the inquiry is not intended to supplement the regular 
planning of government departments. 
, 
SEE ALSO PG.7 "CHERRY POINT" ~ 
Sterile U.N. 
Carl Cederberg, president 
of the club, told the council 
must get down 
to business domestic version of the well as for any assistance 
popular ABC system,, now and advice which the staff of 
widely uaedon transatlantic the ATC may be able to 
routes, can be introduced on provide in developing me 
domestic air routes without government's policy."- 
ser ious ly  undermining The letter, marked con- 
Iregular air service, dlfendial, then Msured the 
: ]~ut :CP A i r  ~xecutives commi~lon .-o it. Wo~d be 
.... tbuld:,•,:..th_e.,,~mmksio~, ~, . l ~ . . , : ~ ~ :  
Monday t~ i t  the system~ • pOh~cy n~ommenddtbns on 
ailowedto be implensted by ABCs are put before the 
charter airlines, will cabinet. - 
Whl.te cane helps Fred Knaleaz navigate a!on city streets pretty well most of the 
e, nut ti didn't help him right outside the Hera',~ office where he walked into 
this guy wlre. It's illegal for guy wires to be strung up in populated areaswithout 
metal shlelds over them, he sayd, becasue blind people can walk right into them. 
A metal shield produces enough of an echo for a blind person to detect then with 
his a acute hearing and if anybody walks into it, chances or injury are reduced. 
Keeleuz, blinded' in an industrial acclden~several years/ago, was in Tewace. 
.~,-:4 ~y~te~ta~~41n~l~a lU~( l lub  members l t~k ,  campaigh: bli~<O@: "~: ~'~'~ 
• I. Both the ~ownmwn and Centeunlal Lions will canvass house-to-house ;on 
Saturday te ratse funds for the Canadaln National Institue for the Blind. 
Other countries are worse off 
that the club has been given 
encouragement from the 
provineiul goernment hat 
the province woulld make a 
one-third funding grant if 
certain requlements were 
met. 
Chret len  economic  s lump ' " " de fends  " " " ' 
WASHINGTON (CP) --  
Jean Chretien, the new 
Canadian Finance Minister, 
says he agrees that 
Canada's economic growth 
has been slower than ex- 
poetsd but he believes the 
same is true o~ most other 
industrialized countries. 
He represented Canada 
Monday at the annual 
meeting of the International 
Monetary Fund and World 
Bank. IMF managing/ 
direcotr Johannes WR- 
teveen made only one 
passing references to 
Canada in his opening 
speech, saying Canadian 
economic expansion • has 
been "easily markedly." 
(Nn'etlen said in an in- 
terview he agreed' that 
Canada's growth has been 
Mower than .forecast last 
year. But in his discussions 
with other fiance miniters at 
the meeting he ofund ,that 
most of them will trade their 
own problems for our,'~ 
Canada, he said, has neen 
doing more than most of 
stimulate world trade. 
"We're small but we're 
one of the biggest traders in 
the world. We have one of federa l  ant i -dumping meetings; Expansion of world," he said. Canada 
the most open economies tribunal has recently found WoridBunkandlMFcapitul supports the principle of 
thereis andwe're importing that Canadian firms have and suggestions that of- increasing thew resources 
more on a per capita basis suffered harm from low- ficials~ • deve lopment  but has not yet decided on 
thananyone else." . priced imports Of shoes, assistanCe tope or countries how much the Canadian 
He said Canada will textiles and electrical sharply increased, commit'meats should be 
continue to work for freer components. Canada has always been . increased. 
• trade, but would not go so He indicated that Canada e:. active supporter of the World Bank projections 
far as toe expose sectors of has not yet taken a firm intematioual financial in- are that Canada's. aid will 
the Canadian economy to pnsitionon two of the major stitutions "because we resume increasing and will 
serious harm from Inperts. msues bei.n~,, discussed at believe in those institutions reach 0.66 percent of GNP 
. = . . . .  I._ _.,.~ . . _  this week s Washington as a stabilizing factor inthe by 1980. • 
l l lu~tP.r tlS, i1~ D~JLU, t ;~l l l  
prowde healthy competition I "~ 1 1 1 I • O~ 
can make Canadmn In- I~/~// .@ .~rl('~TX7' /'11TT ! [ 
dustry more efficient if kept ..~. ~J~,a.k.~. k .~.L~J  • v ~. .L J .  J. 
within reasonable imits. '. • •_ 
m . .  • attttu les to sep • unrestricted ira- rts coul~ ' (: Im 
kill Canadian induiries and . • • . . . . .  • f,o,,o,~o ,,,~,,,u,, MONTREAL CP-A public 29-Aug.5. It indicated 52 participated, was ~Ccon- 
~".'..~.~..~".".."'~..~.,="=."~ opinion survey corn- percent of Quebecers ducedted by Goldfarb 
U~JLJ~JUULI~JLJLIk U&/, &V&~;~Lll OM * • , * * ..u.... Umo., o ,, . . . .  ~ mmmoned by Reader s a~reed exther fully of m part Consultants Ltd. of 
['~'~.'~,, ,~;oa"~,"~.~.~"~'"~;~ " .. Digest appears to contradict with Bill 101, while 72 per Toronto. It surveyed 502 
,,,,--"~,7~,--==,~';,o",'~',~,"~'~ a poll conducted for cent disagreed. Another 11 Quebecers •in July and 
• ,,.; . . . . . .  ~ ~ ¢,,.=;~, Southam Press Ltd.on the per~cent had no opinion. August. It concludedthat 61
v . . . . . . . .  ,, ~" ", . . . . . .  ~'" aeee'-tsnce by Queheeers of The "oH, which elecited per cent of respondents who exporter ~, • e ' the provinces French- responses from 823 of 1,356 were familiar with Bill 101 
Chrtien said the secotrs language charter, known as Quebecers selected, sais 18 were opposed to the 
needing protection vary Bill 10L ' percent of respondents fully legislation, and 31 percent 
from time to time, but the The Reader's Digest poll, agree, with Bill 101, 34 agreed with or supported it; 
federa l  ani t -dumping released Monday, was percent generally agree, Sociologist  Mart in 
tribunal has recentlyomit conducted by the Montre_al 10mpercent do not par- Geldfarb concluded from 
top part firm the Centre de tieulary agree and 13 per- the Southam poll that the 
Chretien said the secotrs Recherche sur l'Opinion cent don'tagree at all. bill might be a major 
needing protection vary  Publlque CROPhh- The Southam poll, in politicla blunder on the part 
from time to time, but the vgvaflulepheae survey July which the Toronto Star of the Parti Quebecois. 
Poll show dif ferent 
t i tudes  paration 
st~.xile debates of recent 
years where the outcome is 
always a foregone con- 
clusion. 
"If the vitality Of open 
debate is not restored to the 
UN, then increasingly the 
important decisions af- 
fecting the fate of mankind 
will be made elsewhere and 
this organization and most 
of it agencies will wither 
into inisginiflcanee and 
eventually, unlamented 
oblivion." 
He proposed that the 
Security Council meet at the 
ministerial I evel-regulalry- 
at least once or twice a year- 
to give a new sense of life 
and political pro'pose to the 
15-member hedy. 
He noted that the UN 
The club would have to 
recieve letter of priority 
support from the district of 
Terrace and from the 
KRimat-Stikine Regional 
District, and would not have 
to ensure that the facility 
would always remain open 
to the general public. 
The club would also have 
to deomonstrate the funding 
the retaining two-thirds had 
been secured. 
Cederberg told council 
that Norhtern Securities 
Ltd, through Thornhill 
Properties, operated the 
Thomlll Golf Course as a 
private busniess until April, 
1977. In October, 1976, the 
golf membership were 
advised that the company 
would be unable to operate 
the golf course in 1977 
because of financial dif- 
ficulties. 
"We were ioreed into 
action in an endeavor to 
secure funding, negotiate a
purchase price, andin short 
try within a five to six month 
period to take over this golf' 
course," C, ederberg said. 
During the winter, several 
government funding sources 
were contacted, but 
members "were completely 
unsuccessful in obtaining 
anything but a sympathetic 
ear," the president said. 
Mumford stated that tax 
payers dollars would not be 
spent on the club, the 
regional district secision 
would be held up if council 
deferred action, and the golf 
course could be lost to the 
community if action was not 
taken soon, resulting in 
more people Isavin6 the 
area because there zs not 
enough to keep them here. 
Other council members 
commented that the facility 
is outside the municipal 
boundaries and questioned 
the validity of making it a 
recreational priority. 
Never the less, it was 
decided to place the matter 
in the hand.~ of the financing 
committee, who will meet 
before the next council 
meeting with recomen- 
dations for council. 
VICTORIA (CP)- The outlook has 
brightened for increased exports to 
Europe of metallurgical coal, forest 
products and non-ferroim metals, 
British Columbia Premier Bill 
Bennett said Monday. 
Bennett made the observation ata 
news conference at the conclusion of 
his 18.day, five-country trade 
mission to Europe. 
He said that discussions he, 
Finance Minister Evan Wolfe, and 
Economic Development Minister 
Don Philips had with the EuroPean 
Economi~ Community EEC "in- 
dicate there, indeed, is room for B.C. 
to expand trade in three or four areas." 
He said the trade mission more 
than met its objective to imporve making, and non-ferrous metals 'to 
contacts with European countries meet shortages. 
and to inform them of B.C.'s assets. • The premier said there is great 
as a trading partner. There are no votentiM for increased trade with' 
disappointments, Bennett said. lVralance. He said that last year the 
The premier stated that last fall's province conducted $120 million in 
contractual greement between the . trade with France, second only to 
federal government and the EEC Quebec. 
"needed teeth" and he believed the 
trade mission had gone along way 
towards accomplishing that. 
"~ think that itwas in Germany... 
that we got the'strongest response to 
our discussions," Bennett said 
added later that "our reception was 
most enthusiastic n France." 
He said that the EEC has 
rorOjected it will need the import 
rest products, coal for steel- 
Bennett said that discussion in 
Germany deaith largely with that 
country's tremendous reserves of 
capital, which B.C. would like to tap. 
He said that in England, his 
mission dealth largely with 
technology relating to thermal coal. 
European officials, he said, were 
most often concerned about three 
issues: the federal government's 
Export outlook better says returnin.g Bennett 
Foreign Industry Review Act FIRA; 
the political stability of British 
Columbia; and the Quebec 
separation threat. 
Bennett said he was able to assure 
them that FIRA regulations were of 
little hindrance to investment in 
B.C. and that 90 percent of all ap- 
plications for such investment met 
the standards et under the act. 
He said that questions about the 
former New Democratic Party 
government came from all countries 
he visited, even from the Social- 
Democratic government in Ger- 
many and from Britain's Labor 
Party government. 
Bennett said he was able to tell the 
officials about the improved 
economic onditions in the province 
since the defeat of the NDP 
government in December, 1975, 
adding that "I think they have some 
confidence" now. • 
The premier also said that 
European officials were more 
concerned in a political, rather than 
an economic, wayabout  the 
developments in Quebec, 
He said the trend in Europe has 
been towards unifications, and of- 
flcials there were puzzled about he 
Quebec situation, but it would not 
stand in the way of increased trade. 
Bennett said that one immediate 
result of the trade mission will be the' 
November visit to hero of the British 
cabinet minister esponsible for that 
country's coal board. 
"We're going to be taking a look at 
all thermal coal despits in B.C.," he 
said. 
Among aspects of the province's 
economy that most impressed the 
Europeans, Bennett said, were: 
B.C.'s three per cent job growth 
rate; the province's table labor- 
management situation; the 
government's ability to cut to 15 per 
ceqt from 17 per cent the percentage 
of'government costs in B.C.'s 
predictable nergy supply. 
He said the trade mission received 
the complete co-operation of 
Canadian officials in Europe. 
Materials. shortage in Europe 
charter provides for 
periodic meetings at  which 
members can be 
represented by a cabinet 
member or other specially- 
design~ated representative. 
The council has had only 
one such meeting at high 
level. That was during the 
23th anniversary 
celebrations. Canada 
became a concil member or 
other specially-designated 
representative. 
The council has had only 
one such meeting at high 
level. That was during the 
25th anniversary 
celebrations. Canada 
East and southern Africa 
situations passed by the UN 
assembly last year. 
"To what purpose was all 
that time and effort, not to 
mention money, expended? 
The answer is surely very 
little because.., many of 
those resolutions were 
devoided of practical 
Proposals for action. 
Futhermore, veryone knew 
they had little if any 
prospect of being im- 
plemented. 
"... Already gathering 
dust, I suspect, is the 400- 
page compendium of .these, 
resolutions,mnst echoing 
almost a word for word the 
deliberations of the previous 
y~rs.,, 
No one should be sur- 
prised therefore at the in- 
defference with .which the 
media nd public greet heir 
publication. By passing rare 
reso lut ions ,  weahve 
suce~ded paradoxically in 
ensuring that they receive 
less, not more, attention." 
Jamieson said the UN 
must change its collective 
habits and resist the 
automatic re-inscription of 
old items on the agenda. 
"A few short, precise and 
practieial resolutions will 
have more impact than the 
many rambling and inef- 
fective ones we now con- 
sider each year." 
Aid. Vic Jolliffe moved to 
refer the request to the 
financing committee for 
background information, 
but Aid. Doag Mumford 
condemned the move as "a 
stall." 
orities. 
iscussion following 
resulted in some arguement 
between council members. 
UNITED NATIONS CP- became a council member A six month lease was 
External Affaks Minister for a two-year term last negotiated with Northern 
Don Jamieson of Canada Jan.1. Securities were the normal 
warned the un Monday that Jamieson said the first formed s~iety we.re ab!e .to 
it faces eventual oblivion first-level meeting might pay a m.unm rent, oe to.may. 
unlesaitstonsbeing a sterile w,~l h,~ ,~vnt,~d ,n f lnd~ responmmetor me smu unu 
fectiag mankind, themajor issue of peacea~ Sou m?.uty,m~t ? ,~ .-c,- 
In a 50-minute speech to security, supposing, ne auaeu. 
the General Assembly, As an example, of 
Jamieson said: "If we are fruitless UN effort, The club asked council for 
to make progress here, Jamiesen oted the flood of aletterofsupportindicatmg 
there must be an end to the resolutions on the middle that the district places the 
golf course at the top of 
Terrace's  recreahona] 
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l I n brief: I Northwest passage 
sailor reaches 
Jewett seeks NDP Aleutian Islands 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP)--Pauline Jewett, president of 
Simon Fraser University, said Sunday she will seek the 
New Democratic Party nomination in the newly-created VANCOUVER (CP) -- "He woke up with lights 
federal riding of Bum aby in the next general election. Arctic adventurer Willy de all around him, the ligchts 
Dr. Jewett said she handed in her'nomination papers Reos touched land Sunday in from the crab fleet, '~ she 
_during the weekend. 
She was to make a statement later today, including a
comment on how her return to politics will affect her 
position at SFU. 
The NDP nomination meeting isscheduled for Oct. 2. 
She was a Liberal MP for the Ontario riding of North- 
umberland in the 1960s, but quit the party and and ran 
unsuccessfully forthe NDP in Ottawa West in 1972. 
Shops want say 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) -- The Independent Contractors 
and Busineesmen's A sociation of British Columbia has 
called for an amendment to the Provincial Labor Code 
which would give both open-shop businesses and union 
members positions on the B.C. Labor Relations Board. 
The association, atits convention here on the weekend, 
said that his would give a balance of opinion with respect to 
the administration a d operation of the labor code. 
Association president Elmer Verigin said that by having 
both sides represented onthe board, some inequities which 
had occurred in the past might be averted. 
Abandon controls 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  Pat Brady, president ofthe British 
Columbia Teachers' Federation, h~ criticized the federal 
untiinfiation board for considering changes to wage and 
price guidelines while teachers' contract negotiations are 
underway. 
"We call on the federal government toabandon the pro- 
gram if it's not working," Brady said Monday. "But don't 
start inkering now to make it look as if it is working." 
He said at issue is a basic protection factor that was built 
into the legislation to protect employees' basic purchasing 
power. That factor is intended to allow a wage increase in 
each of the three years that would equal the increase in the 
cost of living. 
Brady said it appeared togive some assurance offairness 
and equity, but board officials apparently are trying to 
eliminate that safeguard. 
He said increases in energy and food costs are the main 
reason the guidelines are out of joint. 
Awards given 
VICTORIA (CP) --F_,ightythree young persons from Van- 
couver Island and the Greater Vancouver area received 
Duke of Edinburgh Awards at a ceremony Saturday. 
The awards, presented to the winners by British 
Columbia Lieutenant-Governor Walter Owen, are given for 
development ofintegrity, self-relianee and moral fortitude. 
The program iS open to young persons between the ages of 
14 and 21, and there are more tl~n 200,000 jpartieipants in44 
COmmonwealth countries. Most of the winners ~e mem- 
bers of cadet or youth-training groups. 
Oil getting scarcer 
HAMILTON (CP) -- Canadians will be 50-per-cent short 
of their crude oil needs by 1995 unless more resources are 
found soon, Jack Cooper, director of corporate affairs for 
Gulf Oil Canada Ltd., said Saturday. 
He said increased efforts hould be made to find oil, to 
pump more out of existing sites and to develop the Alberta 
oil sands. 
He was speaking at a seminar on energy at Mohawk 
College sponsored by the college and the royal commission 
on electric power planning. 
Ian Efford of the federal department of energy, mines 
and resources, aid: 
"We shouldn't develop acrisis mentality but we should be 
aware that there is a problem." 
Whites leave 
SALISBURY (AP) - -More  whites left embattled 
Rhodesia in August han in any other month since the white- 
minotiry regime declared the country's independence from 
Britain 12 years ago, official figures show. 
Rhodesia has lost 54,147 whites ince the 1972 outbreak of 
war by black nationalist guerrillas eeking to topple the 
white government. 
But despite the war and the uncertain future, 43,261 white 
settlers have arrived from other countries in the last five 
years. 
Latest published figures record a net loss of 7,713 whites 
in the first eight months of this year--641 more than through 
all of 1976. 
August alone saw 1,604 quit Rhodesia while 589 came as 
settlers. By contrast, 1,518 persons left in August last year 
and 611 arrived as immigrants. 
Talks end nowhere 
PRETORIA neuter - Four days of talks between South 
Africa and five Western powers on the future of South-West 
Africa ended Monday with no immediate indication of 
agreement. 
After the final session the leader of the visiting 
delegation, Don McHem-y, deputy U.S. ambassador atthe 
United Nations, said: "We hada thorough exchange of 
views. Now we will have to report o our governments on
these discussions. Beyond that here is nothing to say." 
Informed sources aid the talks were near collapse over 
the presence of South Africa troops in the territory, also 
known as Namibia and governed by South Africa in 
violation of UN resolutions. McHenry refused to confirm 
this or say whether there is any prospect of agreement. 
Asked whether further talks are planned, he said: "The 
process continues." 
South African Prime Minister John Vorster was chair- 
man of the final meeting, the first time he has attended 
since the opening session last Thursday. Subsequent 
meetings, which centred on demands for a troop with- 
drawai and South African counter-proposals, were under 
the chairmanship of Foreign Minister Pik Botha. 
Previous meetings between South Africa and the five 
We.~tern members of the UN Security Council-Canada, 
Britain, France, the United States a,d West Germany-have 
:.v~ched agreement on a number of points, including the 
sc~ti,g ot the end of next year as a final date for in- 
dependence. 
Chrttopher Duclos, from the Cancouver Art Galley, unpacks paintings that 
will be displayed from now till Oct. 11 in the Terrace Library arts room, 
downstairs in the library building. Works by 17 lower mainland artists are 
Included in tMs survey of the City of Vancouver selection Of paintings and 
sculputres. Many of the artist donated their work to the city which sup- 
ported some of them for periods of two Weeks to six months while they 
worked at their crafts. In this way, said Duties, the city helps develop new 
talent and get repaid with works that may increase in vlaue as the artis's 
reputation grows. 
Get together, says Indian leader 
George said he was 
calling for open represen- 
tation "regardless what the 
government says.". 
"Our culture is based on a 
family structure," he said. 
"The department of Indian 
KAMLOOPS, B.C: (CP) -- 
Status and non-statns In- 
dians, should ~et together 
and create an identity, Ron 
Gegrge, vicepresident ofthe 
Uflited Native Nations 
Society (UNN), told a UNN- 
sponsored workshop here 
during the weekend. 
"It's frightening to think 
Indians are fighting one 
another," he said. "We've 
first aid workers 
affairs broke that down by structure", George said. 
putting us in an alien en- "Wewantto control our own 
vironment and our children lives and land claims are a 
in,residential school~." proper approach to.~that end.: 
"The government is still We've got to be in -  
trying to break our family dependent." 
Ruling could disqualify 
got to get together and 
create an identity." 
The workshop attracted 
less than 20 participants. 
"Maybe people are fed up PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
with Indian organizations (CP)- A recent order by the 
and the promises they prov inc ia l  educat ior  
m~e,"  George said. ministry making industrial 
ne said government first aid instruction solely 
pressure dissuaded the the responsibility of St. John 
British Columbia Union of • ,a, mbulance has left about 60 
Indian Chiefs (BCUIC) from to 70 persons here unable to 
getting involved with non- renew their first aid tickets 
status Indians. this full, Ray Mitchell, a 
first aid instructor, said 
Monday., 
But Bill Peterson, of the 
Workers' Compensation 
Board, said the board would 
not leave anyone "out on • a 
limb" if their ticket expired 
because of the lack of in- 
struction. 
l 
David White, a St. John 
worker, said arrangements 
were being made for a two- 
week full-time course 
starting here Nov. 14. 
If required, St. John would 
be sending someone in from 
Vancouver to teach the 
course, he said. 
the Aleutian Islands outpost 
of Dutch Harbor. 
It will be a brief stopover 
for de Roes, who conquerecl 
the Northwest Passage in 
hls 42-foot ketch Williwaw in 
a voyage that began May 21 
in Falmouth, England. 
His next scheduled stop is 
Vancouver. 
The Dutch adventurer, a 
5a-year-old former auto 
mechanic who has a wife 
and four daughters, arrived 
at Dutch Harbor just after 
.noon Sunday. 
In an interview from 
Dutch Harber, de Roos said 
he was ',very tired but very 
happy inside." 
"Since two or three days 
o, I haven't slept day or 
ght . . . because of the 
other ships, he said." 
Gale Tate, a Dutch 
Harbor resident who went 
out to greet de Roos on his 
arrival, said the sudden 
appearance of the other 
SMlZ tl~t disturbed e Roos 
resulted from him sailing 
into the midst of the king- 
crab fishery in the Bering 
Sea. 
said. "So he had to .watch 
out for the boats, ,watch out 
ior their gear." 
MONTH IN PASSAGE 
After nailing across the 
north Atlantm, de Roos 
entered Lancaster Sound, 
start of the Northwest 
Passage, on Aug. 3. He 
emerged from Amundsen 
Gulf, the traditional ending 
point, on Sept. 5 and passes 
Point Barrow, Alaska on 
Sept. 14. 
From the entrance to 
Lancaster Sound to Point 
Barrow, he had sated 2,150 
nautical miles. 
. De  Roes' voyage is being 
monitored b.), Harry 
Beardsell, a retired CP Air 
navigator in Vancouver 
whose hobby is amateur 
radio. 
Beardsell said Sunday 
that he only reason de Roos 
stopped in Dutch Harbor 
was to pick up charts. 
"He is not going to spend 
anytime anywhere that is 
gomg to slow him up," 
Beardsell said of de Roos, 
who, after a family reunion 
in Vancouver, has plans for 
an Antarctic voyage. 
Ads should 
keep promises 
TORONTO (CP)  -- Com- 
panies which advertise 
toothpaste as capable of 
improving a user's sex life 
should be forced to prove 
this claim in the courts, 
Herb Gray, a former federal 
consumer and corporate 
affairs minister, said 
M6nday. " 
O Gray'ntari6 L beral MP for the 
riding of Windsor 
West, said legislation 
protects  the consumer  
against  mis leading ad- 
ver t i s ing  invo lv ing  
deceptive pricing but not 
against false lifestyle or 
image claims. 
"I agree there would often 
arise rather interesting and 
likely difficult problems in 
proving a lifestyle claim 
was misleading-claims, for 
example, that the use of 
toothpaste would 
dramatically improve a 
consumer's love-life," Gray 
said in a speech prepared 
for delivery at a 
bnainesamen's eminar, 
sponsored by the Better 
Bnsguess Bureau of Greater 
Toronto. 
"But I submit hat if they, 
are in wide use, and if the 
advertiser coiisiders ' them 
valid means of persuading 
consumers to buy his 
product, such claims should 
be no less a basis for 
complaint investigation a d 
charges in the courts than 
other kinds of claims of a so- 
called informational ob. 
jective nature . "  
Gray, who is often an out- 
spoken critic of his govern- 
ment's policies, also 
suggested that the federal 
government' should test the 
quality and performance of 
a wide range of products 
and compel companies to 
include the results of thes~ 
tests i n .  ' their p~d- 
vertisemente. 
Tell usyour masons  for " 
/i 
and we'llhelp_ worik 
• a planlust lot yo 
~ i ~ m ~ L ~  "A winter wqcFrio~ is m~ 
./" r~so~ for s~ving. And ~ "Oi/er ~he veers my reasons #or 
" _ ~ Bonus ..qavimgs Account is .~ving have &an0eci. Bu} ~he e.oyal Bank 
l l I I ! E , , , ~  going tohelp .me fake if. has always found a way fo help me 
~ ~ ~ , ~  I.c~'f write che.q~es o~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~  the account,so the money reach .my goals. And now, I m really 
~""~' - "~ ~ " !'m s~ying stays uf until going ~ enjoy my re{ire~qenf." 
x~, , , • t# P i nee_~ ,f l just w~n~r to write ~ few 
cheques and earn inferesff- 
on the .~o~ey I s~ve. 
A I~egul~r g~vi~g~ Account 
is -~he o~e ~ccou~t f/~af 
does if ~qll. If~s e×acfly w/q~ 
I meed right mow." 
A Regular Savings Account is an 
account that almost everybody can use. It 
gives you interest and chequing together. 
Your money isalways there when you need 
it and all your transactions are recorded 
in a handy bank book. You can also use it 
as a jomt account for two of you. 
A Bonus Savings Account helps your 
money add up faster. Since it's strictly a
savings account, you can't write 
cheques. You can, of course, withdraw 
cash whenever you need it. It's 
a good account to use with a Personal 
Chequing Account...you can't get a 
better match for saving and budgeting. 
• If you're saving for retirement we have Retirement 
Savings Plans. Or, if you're saving for a home we have 
Home Ownership Savings Plans. Term deposits are 
a good place for amounts of $1,000 or more. 
It's all just a matter of what's right for you. Whatever 
your savings goals are we can help you reach them. 
We have many different ways to help people save and 
invest heir money. 
Just tell us your reasons for saving and we'll help work 
out a plan just for you. * 
ROYAL BAN K 
...for a lot of tea.son. 
With 199 branches in British Columbia to serve you. 
| •l 
" Police beat 
Vandals hit. car windows 
Terrace RCMP dealt with taking an autonobile without Police were called to a 
a wave of broken windows the owner's consent, home on Scott Street shortly 
during the weekend when Lengths of cedar valued at after midnight on Saturday 
culprits damaged a total of $450 are missing from to investigate a complaint of 
six cars with recks and McDeek Avenue, on the site a break-in. 
other heavy objects. 
Three cars parked in front 
of residences on Davis and 
Leen Streets were damaged 
during the night. Police 
suspect the same persons 
may he responsible for all of 
the incidents because the 
damages were similar. 
Three new ears were also 
damaged at Terrace 
Chrysler on Saturday 
resulting in cracked win- 
dows and other outside 
damages. 
Police are asking that 
anyone see'rag _ any 
suspicious activity of this 
type should contact the 
Terrace RCMP. 
Lakelse Hotel suffered 
damages when someone 
kickec~ the glass out of the 
front window on Saturday 
even ing .  
Police. are still in- 
cestigating. 
A person suspected ofauto 
• theft wan apprehended and 
i charged after taking a 1968 
l Dodge Van that was parked 
l in front of a residence on 
Sunday at 3a.m. , 
Gordon Reynolds CIayten, 
18, was caught at 
WILLAIMS Creek bridge on 
Highway ~. He was 
arrested and charged with 
of a church under con. 
struction. 
Police were informed 
Saturday the 500 feet of 
unmarked cedar was 
missing from the site. 
The Seven Seas 
restaurant reported the 
theft of $700 contained ins 
deposit bag inside the 
restaurant on Saturday. 
The money, in small bills 
and change, was taken 
between 12:30 and 4 axn. 
B.C.Hydro equipment was 
stolen last Thursday from a 
remote site off Copper River 
Road. 
Three air impact guns, ZS0 
feet of hose and a four-foot 
Residents of the house had 
been asleep when they 
heard the imleeked 'door 
open and their dog begin to 
bark. 
Thinkiug it.was a member 
of the family, one person got 
up and iscovered an in- 
trnder who appeared to be 
intoxicated. 
Police were called and 
arrived to take custody of 
the men. His name has not 
been released. 
No one was injured in a 
single vehicle accident on 
Sunday when a can plunged 
to the bottom of a 40-fsot 
embankment on Kalum 
Drive near Haliiwell. 
The vehicle suffered 
jack-all were taken, ap- 
parentiy by someone who 
drove a four-wheel drive 
vehicle to the nearly 
inaccessible location. 
A Z2-inch portable colour 
television set was taken 
from a home in the 3900 
block Marchall sometime 
during the weekend. 
The occupants were away 
for the weekend and 
discovered the theft when 
they returned home Sunday 
night. 
The television isvalued at 
$350. 
mail Pipe co:: 
t mes 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
Last Sunday the Terrace The final costs of the Alaska 
Post Office closed off time Highway natural gas 
for airmail due to revised pipeline through Canada 
plane schedules. ~ exceed the U.S. ad- 
On Mondays and Friday ministration's top estimate 
the mail closes at 3p.m. with of $13.7 billion, a govern- 
the final clearance of street ment financial expert old a 
letter boxes at 2p.m. ,U.S. Senate hearing Man- 
On Tuesday, Wednesday, day. 
Thursday and Saturday the fn  an interview, Monte 
mail closing tlme is Canfield, director of the 
l:lSp.m, and the final ener~iy division of'the U.S. 
clearance of letter boxes at C~neralAeco~tlng Office,. 
12 Noon. ' . ........ ~,, /'"'. :, S/iid~ii~ould,'nol: "~dUr , . :  
~Registratlo/L Closes :/30 prised if the final Costlof~the,. 
minutes before regular m/dl Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. 
closing times, project reached $25 billion 
or $30 billion. 
Cont ract  He told the Senate nergy 
committee that inflation, 
"minimal site-specific data 
(CP)--The British 
Columbia Interior Fruit and 
Vegetable Workers' Union 
and the Okanagsn 
Federated Shippers have 
agreed upon a new contract 
after seven months of 
negotiations. 
About 1,900 union mem- 
bers voted 90 per cent in 
favor of a two-year contract 
on the weekend, retroactive 
to Sept. 1. 
Wage increases are 55' 
cents an hour in the first 
ear and 50 cents an hour in 
e second" year. No base 
rate wan available. 
Alma Brown, union 
business agent, said 
memberswere pl ased with 
the agreement. 
s e t t l e d  and several important 
technical uncertainties' 
will help raise the cost of the 
project above the curreac 
estimate ofabout $10 billion. 
$3,000 in damage. 
Police were called to the 
scene, but could not find 
anyone around until Harley 
Wilson, owner of the vehicle, 
arrived driving a motor- 
cycle. 
Wilson said an ac- 
~e~" £~e had been driving 
e 'Ven  with six 
passengers who had all left 
the scene, apparently 
uninjured. 
No reason was given for [ 
the accident not haveing[ 
been reported and police are [ 
• still investigating. I l, 
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I was  " " " Local family adopts child 
shot, says ~a:egnS~m~dale~O;m~imtmb~ nt ~nShfigrafn:eOmred~ca~e;ina ~ ~ehn°:f et, l~°~ic~Ua~tYthr:u~ ' 
~O~NT~'~ (C~P) E ' - ' Le2" - ' -  of our community; Mr. dentsl care, free the mass inoculations and 
&Mrs. James J.MacDougall prescriptions, the sustained other means. . _ . 
of Terrace, have joined guidance and counselling of Foster Parents anu ~'escer 
Foster Parents Plan of social workers and the Chi ldren correspond 
Richard Pitre, 26, testified Canada. benefits of many special monthly (letters are 
today in sessions court that programs, transulted) and oftern 
he was wounded in the chest All Foster Children and develop warm and af- 
shortly after entering the 
Robin Hood Multifoods Ltd. 
flour millplant grounds with 
a group of about 10 workers. 
The testimony opened 
preliminary hearings into 
three private security 
guards accused of firing 
uoopon pickets mill last July 
~ e  
The three guards sat in 
the front row of the court 
while a group of flour 
workers, some of them on 
crutches, sat in the rear 
until the defence lawyer 
requested that only one 
witness at a time be present 
in the courtroom. 
Marc Levesque, 22, An- 
tonio Rolland, 42, and Roger 
Rousseau, 34, are each 
char~ed with eight counts of 
crimmal negligence causing 
bodily harm, which carries 
a maximum 10-year prison 
sentence. 
They were originally 
accused of discharging a 
firearm with intent o maim 
or wound but the charges 
were subsequently reduced. 
Efght persons were 
wounded in the shooting 
incident. 
Piire said the workers 
went hrough a factory gate 
and moved toward a fire 
hydrant and hose, with the 
idea of spraying thegnards. 
Alaska Highway line 
exceed es t imates  
as decreased rates of return 
for the companies building 
the lines if there are major 
cost over-runs--will keep 
construction costs down. 
Companies building the 
portion of the line in Canada 
Will have an extra incentive, 
he noted. The agreement 
says tha5 if these companies 
keep costs of the mam line 
down, U.S. companies will 
pay I00 per cent of the costs 
of a spur line to carry 
Mackenzie Delta gas. That 
U.S. payment for the spur 
will decrease ff costs on the 
main line run heavily over 
estimates. 
In response to questions 
from Senator Ted Stevens 
(Rep. Alaska), Sehlesinger 
saidwhile Canada has made 
no commitments, the U.S. 
has had indications that 
Canada would increase 
exports of natural gas if the 
pipeline is built and that 
there would be "possible 
further reductions in gas 
shipments" if the project is 
turned own. 
i Too fat?Too thin? Too tired? 
Too often? Do 
something for 
somebody... 
Your body! 
summer, has cost about $7.8 
billion, up from the original 
estiate of $863 million. 
"H project en~ineedng 
and system destgn are 
based on more complete 
data, both become Iss 
subject to change," Canfield 
toldthe hearing. "We should 
insist on site-specific data 
and on thorough investiga- 
Uon of the technical and 
geological uncertainties." 
The government also 
should insist on a continuing 
audit of the pipeline project 
to keep track of costs. 
"Our agreement with the 
Canadian government 
should be amended to 
stipulate that an on-going 
audit and other U.S. 
requirements affecting the 
gas pi~line construction 
will be unplemented d u~,g, 
construction with Canaoa, 
he added. 
Earlier in the hearing, 
U.S. Energy Secretary 
James Schlesinger said 
Canada is working on 
details for a strict 
monitoring mechanism for 
the section of the pipeline 
through Canada, 
KEEP COSTS DOWN 
He also said that certain 
clauses of the pipeline 
agreement signed reeentl~ 
by the two countries--sucn 
The Committee began 
hearings Monday on 
Pres :dent  Car ter ' s  
recommendation that the 
Foothills project to move 
Alaskan natural gas south 
by pipeline through the 
Yukon be approved. 
Canfield, who said his 
office did not have enough 
information to draw up a 
prediction of the final costs 
of the pipeline, based his. 
testimony on a study of the 
Alyeska oil pipeline through 
Alaska. 
COST MUCH MORE 
That pipeline, which 
began operations this 
p-- 
TO BCAA MEMBERS 
POINT  . 
AUTO CHECK 
PHONE OR CALL FOR 
AN APPOINTMENT TO 
.Totem Ford 
4631 Kelth 
Totem Gulf 
4711 Lakelse 
BCAA MEMBERS ONLY 
GOOD FROM SEPT, 12- 
OCT 31 
r -w  
They have adopted little 
Segundo Segura ged Nine 
years of Peru. Mr. & Mrs. 
MacDougall's monthl~ 
contribution of$19.00 brings 
not only to the Foster 
, but every member of 
the family. 
The $19.00 amonth provides 
the family with a monthly 
cash grant or material 
benefits; free medical and 
dental care, free 
prescriptions the sustained. 
guidance and counselling o~ 
social workers and the 
benefits of many special 
programs. 
The $19.00 amonth provides 
the family with a monthly 
their brothers and siters, 
age permitting, are en- 
couraged to attend school. 
Where suitable, vocational 
'training courses are made 
available, free of charge, for 
Foster Children, their 
brothers end sisters, where 
actical,' their parents. 
e objective isto provide is 
to provide the family with 
the tools to help them 
become independent and 
self-supporting. All 
programs,are aoapted to 
the needs of each country 
and tend to be concentrated 
in rural areas, where the 
fectionate relationshil 
which mean as mutt to the 
child as the material and 
financial aid. 
Foster Parents Plan is 
currently working in thir- 
teen countries in South 
Amercia, Central America, 
Asia and Afflca. Over 70,000 
children are currently being 
aided by individuaisd~roups 
asn families in Canada, 
Australia, the Netherlands 
and U.S.A. For more in. 
formation on this non-profit 
non-sectariun, on-political 
independent organization, 
write to Foster. Parents 
Segundo Segura, nine, has 
four brothers and one sister 
all ranging in ages from tom" 
to IS, of them in school in 
Chlmbote, Peru. His father 
has di~, leaving the ~amlIy 
under tha care of thetr 
mother, Margarita. 
Plan, Of Canada, 153 St. 
Clair Avenue West, Tomato, 
Ontario M4V II~. 
JOIN THE 
PAYROLL.SAVINGS PLAN 
NOW 
it's time againl And this time, it's 
even better. Because tarting this year, 
you can buy the new Compound. 
Interest Bond on the Payroll Savings 
Plan. After the firit year, you will eam 
interest • on your interest. 
Millions of Canadians have 
discovered that he Payroll Savings 
Plan is a great way to save 
systematically. It's easy. it's 
convenient. And now, with the new 
Compound Interest Bond, your 
savings will continue togrow 
automatically, year after year. 
THE NEW 
COMPOUND IN'l l  r 
BOND 
The Compound Interest Bond on 
the Payroll Savings Plan is specifically 
designed tomeet y6ur savings goals. 
This Hew bond re-invests yourinterest 
automatically t the guaranteed 
annual rote of 8.06%. Here's how the 
value of a $100 Compound Interest 
Bond grows: 
Nov. 1. Vahe Nov. 1 Value 
1978 $107,00 1983 $158.78 
1979 $115.81 1984 $171.77 
1980 $125.34 1985 $185.81 
1981 $135,63 1986 $200.97 
1982 $146,76 
.,~ :: ~.%. ~. .- 
1 
i 
Compound Interest Bonds are 
available indenominations f $100, 
$300, $500, $1,000 and $5,000. 
Once fully paid for, Compound 
Interest Bonds may be exchanged for
Regular Interest Bonds (starting at
$300) which pay annual interest on 
Nov. 1 by cheque or direct deposit into 
your savings or chequing account. 
This can be arranged wherever you 
bank or invest. 
Compound Interest Bonds are 
instant cash at any time. Upon 
redemption, you will receive all 
regular nnual interest plus all 
compound interest earned. 
A GOOD RERJRN 
New Canada Savings Bonds are 
datedNov. 1,1977 and yield an 
average annual interest of8.06% when 
held to maturity. Each new bond 
begins with 7% interest the first year 
and earns 8.25% interest for each of 
the remaining 8 years. 
SIGN, UP TODAYI - 
Don't missout.-Take this  :. 
opportunity to buy the new 
Compound Interest Bond on the 
Payroll Savings Plan. 
Sign up today and watch your 
savings grow. 
NEW CANADA' 
SAVINGS BONDS 
BRAKE SPECIAL 
 '69 95 i:[:i$il i:[:i$il 
i lk ~ Replace New Fronl Disc pads 
New Rear Linings r~. . . . - - , -~  ~ . ,  
i J  Repack: Front Wheel bearings ~.0-., ~ "  ~g~"~J[~ 
,," I~spoc,: Oro~e~Roto,e (..g/#~IIf,~L~.,,_/[~ 
Brake Hoses ! I/ l iP | I i l~ :¢ : J~m|  ' [ ~ g ~  
Front Grease Seals ~ [~ ~-! I Ut~ Uh J I l¢ '~ l l~ l~ 
Rear Wheels Cyhnders ~"  ~ U~\e J .~ lL~- J~ i~ l  
Front Cahpers L .~. . .~r~ ~I~L,/]_ / 
Any adddtonatpans or labour wlllt~e Quoted ~,~ " ~/  ' -~  - x 
before work is st afled 
SEE OUR SERVIOE DEPARTMENT 
90 DAYS OR_ I THEY'LL KEEP YOU GOING 
' TERRACE TOTEM FORD SALES LTD, 
4631 KEInl WIW]  Bl]. 635.4984 
I i. 
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i Devoted parents helped in swim 
Published by TORONTO (CP) -- When sublimated their own lives what we could do from apparently will be n- 
General Office • 635.63,$7 Sterling Publishers weekend to weekend." derwriting. 
Circulation (Terrace) • 63.~.6357 PLAN TO CONTINUE 
you think of sacrificing for Cindy's swimming 
. parents, you may think of career. They accompanied their 
~. (Kltlmat). 632-6209 legends like the Her father is the dark, "We couldn't accdpt in- daughter on her epic swim 
::'~ PUBLISHER...W.R. (BILL)LOISELLE domineering mothers of quiet 51-year:old vice- vitations, even to wed- in early September. fo~ Campagnolo 
:= MANAGING EDITOR... 5TU DUCKLOW child movie stars, principal of  Precious Blood dings," Mrs. Nicholas said. "Talk about support," 
::. Not the Nicholases. Separate School in Scar- "But we've always done it said Cindy. "I'm already 
."3: Published very weekday at3212 Kalurn St. Terrace B.C. A The parents of of Cindy borough, Ont., and his wife and I wouldn't stop doing next y ar alking aboUtand theya swimsayagainu, benefitln future,from a new copperSUChprocess.aS Northwestern B.C. may 
;: member of Varified Circulation. Authorized rs second class Nicholas, the 20-year-old an operating room su~er- it." ^K"  resource areas 
"" Had her mother worried ',How," Nicholas said, Cyprus Mines limited of Lss Angeles has spent about $25 :=:: mall. Registration number 1201. Postage I~h. , cash, retbrn long-distance swimmer who visor at the. general hospztal, about ' publicity and "can we say no?" million over the past Jew years on a new 
:: postage guaranteed. ~ became the first woman to ' Cindy said: "They (her adulation turning Cindy's But he added rily, "these hydrometallurglcaI process that could be an alternative to
"! swim the English Channel parents) backed me corn- head? are million-dollar swims," present smelting technology. The experiment which has 
::: NOTE OF COPYRIGHT both ways and in the process pletely, for 12 years of "Itwould have shown b~t :: or so everyone acclaims been successfulin processing copper concentrates in~ high 
:: cut I0 hours off the previous competition. " now," she said, "and them. purity copper wire bars could result .in prodmration o~ 
~.:. The Herald retain., full,complete and sole copyright In any record, are described by "They would dri~,e me to 5 hasn't." 
~- advertisement produced and.or any. editorial or their daughter as her great- a.m. practice across the city Cindy said the swim and It Would he nice, he smaller processing plants built closer to ore sources. " I am very interested in this new process and will study it 
I~otographlc content published Inthe Herald. Reproduction eat support, in Etobicoke. They couldn't preparation for it cost seemed to be saying, if closely for possible application to our area. 
Is not permitted without the written permission of the For 15 years, Jim and have a scheduled social ife between $7,000 and $8,000, someone could help support 
Publisher. / Vicky Nicholas have because we never knew most of which her parents them besides the parents. ~" 
• . . . . . . .  ~ This past week I was pleased to announce $9,000 in federal 
monies for an imaginative mulicultural program in Prince Says who? George. ' The sponsoring roup, the Immigrant Society, Services 
hopes to develop interest in mulUeultural issues in Prince 
Skeena MP Iona Campagnolo says Canadian investors George and have planned a number of events. ' 
lack guts. _ ) The society will hold workshops, youth and school 
Jac~k Horner, the new industry, trade and commerce programs, monthly ethnic family nights, and stage acourse 
minister says our economy in better shape than any in the m international cooking. A multicultural fi m night is also 
western world, included in the program, as well as an international day at 
the Prince George Fall Fair. Jean Chretien, the new finance minister, says other [ " ~ /I 
countries would gadly trade their economic problems for Mrs. Shirley Briggs, President of the Immigrant Services 
ours. [ Society of Prince George says the program will run until 
The Liberals used to say "the land is strong.'" Now, after April 30, 1978. 
play ]g their game of musical chairs in the cabinet, they're 
 !ii *" sayi] g the economy is Strong. • i!~.~.~i.~i  
" i~:i~ ~ Northwestern B.C. has been included in a a loans Nuts .  "~:~::" ~ ':~' :~"::::::': 
y program which will offer generous assistance to 
homeowners in rural communities. I Interpreting the News I The loan scheme, called the Rural Residential 
Regabilitation Program, allows loans up to $10,000 for the 
' rehabilitation and upgrading of housing in communities 
~'~" '° ~ ~ where population does not exceed 2,500. Dependent upon 
:: Politzcians cut  ~ income, afull$3,750ofeachloanof$10,000canbeforgiven. 
~ The program, which will operate under the jurisdiction of 
the Central Mor.~age and Housing Corporation, will cover 
:: the Regional D~stricts of Stikine, Peace River-Liard, aid to poor Kitimat-Stikine, Bulkley-Neehako, Central Coast, Caribou 
::' Fraser-Fort George, and Skeena-Queen Charlotte. 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- "anything up to another $4.5 I urge those of you who wish to improve your homes to 
:i: International civil servants billion per annum" from the take advantage of this excellent opportunity. Applications 
= are having a tough time industrialized countries, can he made atyour local CMHC offfice. 
!trying to persuade tbeir plus sweeping i n t e r n a l f i c i a l s  say bluntly that The wealthiercountries ~ A # ~ ~ ~"~, -  
::political masters to mount changes in the recipient ~" 
an effective attack on world countries to make more ) About a dozen parliamentarians -- members of the 
i poverty, effective use of aid. " : ~  British Colnmbia federal Liberal caucus visited Prince 
:: In confid nti l reports In short, he said, h  George over the weekend on a two day fact finding mlssion 
:submitted to the World poorest countries face • designed to familiarize the MPs' with area issues. 
Bank and International " 'p re t ty  appa l l ing  I was most pleased that this visit could take place and 
Monetary Fund, the of- prospects." ~, ~/~ • that so many of you took advantage of sessions to inform 
caucus members of local issues and concerns. 
• current economic aidto the are, with the exception of Elected B.C. federal Liberals have made travelling 
~poorest countries is Norway, Sweden and the meetings a pattern since the 1974 federal election and to 
:woefully inadequate. Netherlands, far from "Hal;e a nice day on the unemployment line, dear." date, have visited every region in the province. 
: The studies show that reaching the target of giving 
:countries with annual per 0.7 per cent of their gross 
icapita incomes under $200 nationalproduct(GNP) to helps emotional problems ' !are limping along with real official development assist- A .~t~= 
:per capita growth rates of ance. GN-P measures an- 
only 1.6 per cent and under nual value of goods and 
current circumstances can services produced. ~. 
In other areas, tenders have been called the National 
Harbours Board for the security fencing at the Fairview 
Terminal at Prince Rupert. 
No date has been set for completion of the project. , 
::expect no better than 1.7- The average for 1976 was MONTREAL (CP) -- With the "You can't put your ddence ! But someone who is in a manic ," ~ .  
per-cent annual increases 0.33 per cent, less than half advent of art therapy, easel and mechanisms towork when you are (hyperactive) state of depression 
over the next 10 years, the target and slightly less crayons are used along with the drawing. Your unconscious i., usually draws large, expansiw This Christmas, the YM-YWCA in Prince George will • offer a unique cultural awareness program for children, 
That means an increase of than the 1975 figure of 0.36 psychiatrist's couch to treat people allowed to surface." figures which often exceed the sponsored by the federal Multiculturalism Grants 
border of the page, expressing an Program. 
::only $3.40 a year in the per cent. with emotional problems. "Often youcantalktoapatient for inflated self-image. The project, called "It's a Small World" will show 
iaverage person's income in CANADA DROPS The idea of painting your way years and get nowhere, but when '% severely depressed person 
a country at the $200 level, Canada's allotment to back to mental health originated you ask him to draw his feelings it usually chooses to draw with a children the festive season customs of other countries, 
iafter deducting the effects official development aid with Freud's examinations of people all comes pouring out. It's often the psncil--the tool with the lowest rate through food and dance and costume., 
:of inflation, dropped in GNP percentage who could draw their feelings but only outlet for his real emotions." of vibrancy. Under the Multiculturalism Prograni, the YM-YWCA will 
i But even the $3.40 figure is terms last year, to 0.47 per couldn't put them into words. "They usually don't like to use receive $850.00 for the project. 
:far more than most will get. cent from the 1975 level of " Patients who have trouble ex- , 
!Many countries are well 0.56 per cent. Canada "It's only a device, a tool, buteach pressing their emotions drau color but when they do, it's in- Poachers  hunt  
~below the $200 mark and contributed $886 million last time l get a drawing it's like taking a constricted, rigid figures with their variably dark and moody." 
iwithin each country income year and $880 million the temperature because the analysis arms glued to their sides "so they COLOR SIGNIFICANT 
iis extremely unevenly year before, can be very complete," saic can'ttouchorhit,"andoftenwithno Choice of color is an excellent animals 
:divided. For millions of Knowing that a dramatic therapist Joel Barg. feet "so they can't go anywhere," Jndicati0n of the patient's emotional 
:people, the 1.7-per-cent jump in official develop- state, Ms. Wexler said. ra re  
igrowth rate is thus scarcely men{ aid is politically un- He has started a creative therapy said Ms. Wexler. 
:noticeable. thinkable now, the in- centre in the Douglas Hospital, an While the hyperactive persm institution for the mentall] REVEAL MENTAL STATE chooses colors irrationally, in BANGKOK (AP) -- The clouded leopard, the guar, the banteng and the barking deer are facing extinction i Thai- 
land, where forests are shrinking and illegal poaching and HAVE PROBLEMS ternational officials are Bar~ said he can sometimes spot appropriately colored objects can disturbed in suburban Lachine. an indtcaUon of depression orelatmn indicate psychotic behavior. 
• The industrial countries pushing what they say "A look through the file of an in- in a patient and recalled once being The art therapist also pays close smuggling abounds. . ithat provide economic aid would he a comparatively have their own problems painless policy: devoting dividual patient is like looking at a able to discern a patient's intention attention to details in a drawing About 70 per cent of Thailand was forest before the 
motion picture of that patient's to commit suicide, because "generally speaking, a Second World War. Today it.has shrunk to 29 per cent. 
that make them reluctant to one per cent of  each year's progress," said Barg, a graduate of Experts estimate that at the current rate the country will be 
bear the huge cost of GNP increase to official person who accentuates certain 
boosting the growth rate of development aid. the Nova Scotia College of Art and One disturbed patient often drew areas or characteristics of the body totally denuded in eight to 12 years. 
• the poorest nations: large The one per cent would Design. pen sketches of a guillotine with his may be experiencing eonflictt With their habitat being systematically hacked away, 
oil-related trade deficits; apply only to the increase in Art therapy more than proves the own head deposited neatly below the related to those areas." wild animals clash more frequently with the growing 
human population and inevitably are hunted own for meat, politicallydamaging GNP, not to entire GNP. saying that a picture is worth a blade in a basket. For example, a person who ec- skins, tusks or just sport. 
unemployment; hesitant With that approach, the thousand words, said 24-year-old "But he had something rowing centuates the eyes or theears in his Dr. Boonsong Lekagul, one of the country's top con- 
export growth; lingering officialsaid, the 0.7-per-cent Andrea Wexler, who introduced the out of the top of the head showing figures is usuall)~ demonstrating 
high inflation, and strong target would be reached "by treatment at the Jewish General that there was till some life," Burg paranoid tendencms, Ms. Wexler servationists, gives Thailand s wildlife another 10 ~ears 
protectionist pressures. 1990, probably before." Hospital in Montreal. said. said. unless the government and the population as a whole act 
And the cost of effective But even that would TRAINED in U.S. Several patients showed them- "He suspects people are staring at quickly. • ,, 
action to help the poorest require a significant shift Ms. Wexler and Barg, two of the selves in cages, he is saying." , or three herds of elephants a day along with as many as 50 countries i  formidable, from past attitudes, he said: few art th rapy practiti ners in Siz  of the figures often gives im or eavesdropping on everything Before the Second World War, he said, we could see two 
gaur andbanteng (bothspecies of wild oxen) and numerous A top international official "It's a very curious thing. Canada, received their training in therapists clues to the patient's self- When patients are discharged barking deer and sambar (deer)." 
said that o raise the 1.7-per- As the rich countries get the United States. So far, there is no image; Ms. Wexler explained, ad- from art therapy classes, they are 
cent growth rate to three richer, they devote less of accredited program for arl cling that the clues help the therapist supplied with brushes, paints and OTHERS ENDANGERED 
per cent would take their GNP to aid." therapists in Canada. in subequent discussions with the paper so they can go on expressing The Swiss-based International Union for Conservation of 
' "When we talk we can disguise patient, themselves, Barg said, adding that Nature and Natural Resources lists a number of en- 
and intellectualize our feelings," If the figures are small, the about 20 per cent continue to ]~aint dangered species, including the rhinoceros, barking deer, 
Ms. Wexler said. "We can defend patient usually feels insignificant after discharge and some nave banteng, aur, wild wa~r buffalo, reddog, cloudedleopard, 
[ ' I~" /~/~[ I  ourselves with ords. and has low self-esteem, joined regular art classes, tiger and tapir. The barking deer, or muntjac, is so named because the 
, male has sharp canine tusks. A tapir is a hairy pig-like 
usines8 spot t A recent UnltedNations-sponsored stu ~, warned that 
• wild elephants may face extinction in Thailand within 10 
years. Their number has dwindled to between 2,600 and 
Civil servant has big shoes to fill and religious ceremonies and tourist spectacles have ~.[~1,.~,~.,,,! decreased toan estimated 8,000 from about 13,400 in 1950. 
Thailand has set up 15 national parks and 12 wildlife re- 
~v(~ ~ ~ WINNIPEG (CP) -- agriculture. He had also RECEIVES SUPPORT Alberta Pool vice- serves and has placed restrictions on hunting and on ex- 
!! I ,~:/'~~.~ ~ Esmond Jarvis will have a servedDon MitchellaS head OfoftheDouglas,Grains Statements of support for president A.J. Macpherson ports,,hF~ or°fcertain animals. But violations are frequent. ~ big pair of shoes to fill when Group, a policy co-ordi- the Jarvis appointment said his organization is A recent Union for Conservation bulletin said wealthy he takes over Saturday as nating organization, and have come from the "fully prepared to work businessmen, aided by villagers and sometimes armed 
the new chief commissioner was involved in talks on Manitoba Pool Elevators, with the new wheat buara thugs, regularly engage in illegal umbering and peaching 
of the Canadian wheat various farm commodities United Grain Growers Ltd., chief and expects him to of wild animals in government preserves. There had been 
board, under the General Cargill Grain Co. Ltd. and carry on with the best in. several attacks against game wardens and three wardens 
He replaces G.N. Vogel, Agreement on Tariffs and the Palliser Wheat Growers terests of the western were murdered. 
an able salesman ofgrain in Trade. Association. growers". GOVERNMENT ACTS 
-~ his 13 years with the board. Part of the controversy SaskatchewanPool ~e~tm~iss/:~e~d all," the 
Vogel's successor will be surrounding the ap- president E.K. Turner says ri,,,,., o 
watched with more than Man., a wheat boa~ ad- pointment is because Otto Jarvis will have a lot to bulletin said. '"Suddenly time.honored customs are 
1 ~ passing interest by officials visory committee member, Lung, minister in charge of prove, declared illegal at the very time when massive population 
of the two largest Prairie said Jarvis can sell a lot of the wheat board, broke , "He has not done any h r " growth has caused an acute s o rage of land.
wheat pools, who were a bit wheat with the ~iO~m. tradition by appointing marketing, and that is what Last year the government set a quo~ on export of some 
i~. j  skeptical of the appointment salesmen working for someone from o,ts|de, the beard-is all about. He is species, banned trade in others ann Is trying to stop 
of a career civil servant "But how many at the Vogel is reported to have following the most astute smuggling, especially of gibbons, the tailless tree-dwelling 
with little experience in the wheat board can talk to lobbied in Ottawa in favor of grain trader in the world, apes used in medical research. c,o,,~ ............ s,.d .... ~/~7 sales side of the grain busi- farmers?" Mitchell asked, hi~ assistant, Larry Vugel's abllity to move with Thai authoritles are also trying to protect wildllfe by ban- 
ness. "Somebody has to, and he KristJanson, a man who is the market or hold off was ning deer, elephant, tiger and other exotic species from res- 
Jarvis has been working can do it. I believe he will also popular with the ' incredible. It will take a lot taurant menus. Gourmets of such food, served in about 10 
"blow does it fee[ to take some [iff]o kid's [ast in Ottawa as associate run a good shop for both Alberta and Saskatchewan of doing to match his Bangkok restaurants, now have to make do with snake, 
fifteen cents in the whole wndd';" deputy . minister of farmers and customers," pools, record," lizard and turtle. 
r" I 
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, WCHL Roundup 
B ruins share spotlight 
with top goal shooter 
New Westminster Bruin% 
the defending Memorial Cup 
champions, opened the 1977- 
78 Western Canada Hockey 
and Kim Spencer were the 
other Cougar marksmen. 
Larry Lozinsky stoppod 46 
shots in the New West- 
The Tigers led 2-0 after 
the first ~ried on goals by 
Rick Simeon and Jim Hill, 
but the Broncos came back 
League season with vic- 
tories Saturday and Sunday, 
but had to share the 
weekend spotlight with Bill 
Derla~o 'ofBrandon Wheat 
.Kings. 
The Bruins edged Victoria 
Cougars 6-5 Saturday in Vic- 
toria, then defeatedSeattie 
minster goal, while Steve 
Amiss made 35 saves in the 
.Victoria net. 
On Sunday, Irving, 
O~odnick, Kirkham, Kelly~ 
and Even Willimns scored 
for the Bruins, who broke a 
2-2 deadlock after two 
periods to defeat the Seattle 
Sports 
Breakers 5-3 Sunday in New 
Westminster. 
Dorlago, who set a WCHL 
record last year by scoring 
96 goals, scored four goals 
Sunday to lead the Wheat 
Kin~ to an 8-2 win over 
Rngma Pats in Brandon. 
In the only other action, 
club, which played in Kern- 
loops, B.C., last season. 
George Buat, with two, 
and Tom Marsh scored the 
Seattle goals. 
Gary Nakrayko stopped 21 
shots in the Seattle goal, 
while' Richard Martens 
made 27 saves in the New 
in the second to take a 3-2 
lead on goals by Grant 
Selekin, Steve Tambellini 
and Darrel Sutter. 
• In the third period of the 
penaity-filied game, Leth- 
bridge got its only goal from 
Brandon Schultz, while" Jim 
Roff and Simpson scored 
singles and Merlin 
MaIinowski picked up two 
for the Tigers. 
Gord Garbutt made 37 
stops for the Broncos, while 
Medicine. Hat netminder 
Darrell Furmanek made 43 
saves .  
It was a different story 
Sunday in Lethbridge, 
however, as the Broncos 
jumped into a 3-0 first poried 
lead-and then added one 
more in the second and two 
in the third. 
Sutter ,  Tambel l in i , '  
Salekin, Earl Ingarfield Jr., 
John ScammeU and Cord 
Williams scored for  Leth- 
bridge. 
Garbutt turned aside 30 
Medicine Hat Tigers and Westminster net. shots to earn the shutout for 
Lethbddge. Broncos split a ~ir  of games, the Tigers In Brandon, Derlal[o the Broncos. Richard 
,,,;.,.;.a ~ Saturday in opened the scoring in the Ostrow and Rick Maillot 
first period and then added combined for 37 saves in the 
Medicine Hat and the three more goals in the Medicine Hat goal. 
Broncos coming back to de.- Tuesday, FUn Flon feat the Tigers 6-0 Sunday in second for the Wheat Kings, who held period leads of 3.1 Bombers are at Saskatonn, 
Lethbridge. and 7-1. Medicine Hat is at Calgary 
In Victoria, Randy Irving scored with less than four Brad McCrimmon, Dave and Seattle faces the 
minutes remaining to lead Semenko, Don Gillen and Cougars in Victoria. 
theBruins past the Cougars. Dave Stewart also scored 
Irving also drew assists on for Brandon. REMEMBER WHEN... 
goals b~ line-mates John Gerry Minor scored both 
Ogrodmck, who scored Roginagoals. Joe Louis beat Adolph 
twice, and Terry Kirkham. Brian Henderson made 29 Wiater, over 10 rounds 43 
John Paul Kelly also scored saves in goal for Brandon, years ago tcnglht-in 1943-at 
twice for the Bruins. while Ro~ina's Pat Ansell Chicago, for his seventh 
SCORES TWICE . turned amde 36 shots, victory on the read to the 
Bob Jansch scored twice RALLY TO WIN world heavyweight boxing 
for the Cougars, who scored In Medicine Hat, the championship, which he 
three of their goals while Tigers scored four goals in won in 1937 and held for a 
killing penalties. Geordie thethird period to defeat the record 11 years 8 months 7 
Robertson, Paul Enquire Broncos. days. 
, Baseball roundup 
Hopes die as game called 
. ~",~ !'Ff, ~ ",,: t "l-:, "~,;;' "~":, :'~': • . . . .  '-" : ' 
BOSTON' (AP) -- An .  Both the umpires and the The Blue Jays loaded the 
American League baseball" Red Sos bucked the odds in bases in the first on a double 
game between Toronto Blue trying to get the game 
Jays and Boston Red Sox played. Heavy rain fell all 
was called off after one-bulf ~y ,  soaking the field, but 
inning Monday night stopped shortly before game 
because of heavy rain. time. • 
The postponement handed 
the Red Sex another blow in 
their faint hope of catching 
New York Yankees in the 
East Division. 
,Four 
more  for 
by Bob Bailor and two 
walks. But Boston's Luis 
Tiant struck out Gary 
Woods to end the threat. The 
rain then began,to fall again 
and time was 'called. 
The Red Sox, bidding to 
hit the two-million mark in 
home attendance for the 
first time in history, had 
sold about 20,000 tickets for The umpires, led by crew 
chief Marry Springstead, Y a n k s  the game. The rainout left 
waited 71 minutes before Boston with six home dates 
giving in to the rain and to improve on its all-time 
forcing the Rod Sox to NJ~W YORK (AP) - -New attendance high of 1,960,335 
resehedule thegame as part York pushed across two at Fenway Park. 
of a twi-night doubleheader unearned runs in the first in- 
starting at 5 p.m) EDT ningandThurmanMunson E w i  
today, and Paul Blair added run- x p o s  11 
scoring singles as the " __ ,  B Yankses defeated Cleveland i i 
raves  4"2 Monday and n n n th  reducted their magic num- dge her in the Amerioan Loague ST" LOUIS (AP) -- Gary 
e East to four. Carter hit a three-run homer 
Mike Torrez, 17-!3, and 
Sparky Lyle scattered seven and added a two-run single Astros as the Yankees won 
ATLANTA (AP) -- Jeff 
Burroughs broke a tie with 
his 41st home run of the 
season in the seventh inning 
Monday night and Gary 
Matthews followed with his 
second homer of the 
National League baseball 
game, powering Atlanta 
Braves to a 12-10 victory 
over Houston Astros. 
After Burroughs led off 
the inning with his clout, 
Matthews hit his 17th homer 
over the fence in centre. 
Matthews hit his 16th, a two- 
run homer, in the second. 
Buzz Capra, 6-11, the 
fourth of five Atlanta pit- 
chers, got the victory while 
Dan Larson, 1-7, the Astros' 
fourth hurler, took the loss. 
• their fourth game in a row 
and ~tretched their lead 3½ 
games over Boston Red Sox, 
whose scheduled contes! 
with Toronto Blue Jays was 
rained out.. 
Torrez allowed six hits, 
four walks and both 
Cleveland runs in six in- 
nings before L~yle cake on to 
record his 26th save; ' 
The indians nicked Torrez 
for a run in the top of the 
first, but the Hankees took a 
2-1 lead in the bottom of the 
inning. Willie Randolph led 
off with a single, Thurman 
Munson drew a oneout walk 
~d,  after loser Don Hood, 2- 
1, fanned Reggie Jackson, 
third baseman Larvell 
Blanks threw high to first on 
Lou Piniella's grounder 
. loading the bases. 
to spark Montreal's four-run 
ninth inning as the Expos 
snal~pod a tie to defeat St. 
Lores Cardinals 9-5 in a 
National League baseball 
game Monday night. 
Ellis Valentine broke the 
tie with a bases-loaded run- 
scoring single off Rawly 
Eastwick, 5,9, and Carter 
followed with his two-run 
hit. The final run of the 
inning scored on a sacrifice 
fly by winning pitcher uon 
Stanhouse, 19.10. 
Carter had given Mon- 
treat a 5-2 lead in the 
seventh with his 33th homer 
of the year. But St. Louis 
battled back with a run in 
the bottom of the inning oa a 
bases-loaded single by Lou 
Brock and tied it with two 
more in the eighth on RBI 
singles by Ken Roitz and 
vinch-bitter Dave Rader. 
)'re 
New Bus iness 's  
Not listed in our 
B,O, Tel Direotory, 
K & d AUTOMOTIVES- GSO-B4H 
VILLAGE MEATS- 638-1766. 
e | TERRAOE OiL BURNER SERVIOES 636.4227 
• Free-for ONE month courtesy of theDAILY HERALD 
ur business phone 
listed for your ougtomers Please Gall UZ§-G361 
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HARDWARE S TORES 
L - - . I "  m, , , "~"~' - -7  
GORDON & 
ANDERSON 
bring you 
THE 
T.V. 6UIDE 
ALL LISTINGS SUB,JEOT TO OHAHGE WITHOUT BOTIOE 
Tuesday,September 27 5p.m. to midnight 
2KING 3 cFTK 4 EcTv 9 
(NBC) (CBC) (CTV) 
~ ~ ~ m m m  mmui imammn 
5 i  i Newlywed FIInstones Emergency Mister 
Newlywed Game FIInstones Emergency Rogers 
News M a r y T y I e r Emergency Eledrlc 
• News Moore E, ner~lencY Company 
C ~ News Hourglass News Zoom 
News Hourglass News Zoom 
U ::~ News Hourglass. News Big Blue 
News Hourglass News Marble 
.c .  I 9 .,.o (PBS) (CBS) 
I !1  ~1:0o I Seattle I LIHle House I Stars on Ice I MacNell. I I I 
i ' l  I :Is I Tenlght I on Prairie I Stars of Ice | Lehrer ] I I 
I I  / :30 I NameThat I Utile House I =earcn ,and I Nlue's I I I 
J l  " :45 I Tune I On Pra i r ie"  I Rescue I Journal ' I I I 
I i l  ~ .0o I Richard l~ryo r I Happy Days | 20yrs. of I upstairs, I I I 
" i  q J~  ~15 I Show | Happy Days i Rock'n Roll I Downstairs ' I ' I I 
i ' l  N :30 1 Richard Pryor I ReneSImardShow I Cant ' I cenY I I I 
I !  " 
Tonlght 
~45 Show 
Lye I I ' 'v" Cant "Once an Eagle" "A  Very 
Cant Parts 3-4 Missing Person" 
Cant Cant Eve Arden 
( pWednesday,September 28 
a p !~. Wheelof 
Fortune 
It's Anybody's 
I ~ ~45 Guess 
Shoot For 
i~O "rhe stars 
1'45 Chlco And 
The Man 
!~0 HOllywOOd 
, Squares 
Days of 
145 Our Lives 
II :00 Days of 
Our Lives 
i~  The Doctors 
145 The Oodors 
i~  An°ther 
World 
Another 
145 World 
~ I  Movie 
iI~o "For Love 
Of Ivy" 
145 Sidney poitler 
il ~ Carroll O" Conner 
Beau Bridges 
Cant 
145 Cont _ _ Zoom 
Friendly Giant Jean Cannem 
Man Aml Show 
Mr. Dressup Definition 
Mr. Drel~sup Definition 
sesame Kereen's Yoga '
Street Cant 
sesame It's Your Move 
Street Cent 
Bob McLean Noon 
Show' ~l~Wv~e . Matinee 
Cony 
CBC News "McCIoud" 
I Dream The Disposal 
of Jeannle N~an" 
Hollywood Cont 
Squares Cant 
Ryan's A.other 
Hope World 
Edge 'Another 
Of Night World 
in ms  l 
Take . Alan Hamel 
Thirty Show 
Celebrlty ,Alan Hamel 
.Cooks Show 
Eye of Sanford and'Son 
the Beholder Santord and Son 
Zoom The Gong Sho~ 
The Gon 9 Show 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
.~tront 
10 a,m, to. 6 p,m, 
Electric 
Company 
Bread and 
• Butterflies 
Cover to 
Cover 
Mulligan 
Stew 
Electric 
Company 
Spinning 
Stories 
i 
Cony 
Cover to cover 
M Is for 
Music 
NASA 
Reports 
Making 
Music 
Leaf fm. 
town Rcd. 
Equal 
Justice 
FEATURING THIS WEEK 
Steam Oleaners,,, 
m RENTALS 
$1§.00 - 9 a.m, -5  p.m. or 6 p.m. - 9 a.m. 
(oleaner optional) 
WEEKENDS $30.00 Sat. 6:30 p.m.- Tues. 9 a.i 
(share it with your friends) 
E GORDON & AND RSON 
Hours' Tues, to Sat, 9 a,m, to 6:30 p,m, Friday 9 a,m, to 9 p,m, 
V 
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More arrests than 
goals after soccer games 
LONDON CP-There were 
morea arrests than there 
were goals scored in the 
English First Division 
Saturday when soccer fans 
went on the rampage in. 
three cities. 
Police made 87 arrests in 
Leeds, Leicester, and 
Liverpool during the worst 
outbreak of hooliganism 
since the current season 
started five weeks ago. 
Meanwhile, Manchester 
City, Nottingham Forest 
adn Liverpool scored vic- 
tories to remain tied for the 
lead with 12 points each. 
There were 500 police on 
special duty at ~ and 
they made 54 arrests most of 
them for public disorder and 
drunkeness. One was 
arrested for possession of a 
kni fe.  
On the field, Leeds and 
United drew 1-1. "Man- 
chester were the luckiest 
team alive," said Leeds 
manager Jimmy Armfield. 
"We were all over them and 
we could have had three or 
four goals. 
Another 18 fans were 
arrested at Leicester where 
Nottingham Forest gained a 
3-0 win-its sixth victory in 
seven games since being 
promoted from the Second 
Division last season. 
At Liverpool, 15 fans were 
arrested and the home club 
scored a 1-0 victory over 
Derby County which 
remained the o only winless 
First Division club despite 
the hiring of Tommy 
Docherty as the new Deroy 
manager. 
Doo[ierty said he was 
inpressed with his new club 
despite the loss. "Thek 
passing was excellent and 
we could easily have had a 
point." 
Liverpool got the win on a 
late goal by Terry Mc- 
Dermott and manager Bob 
Paisley was unhappy that it 
took so long for h~ defen- 
ding champion club to 
secure the decision against 
Derby's under-strength 
dofence. 
"The suoporters are 
killing th, e'blayers with 
kindness, Paisley com- 
dained "Peevle want to 
them with their cups at 
factories and clubs all the 
time." 
Manchester City beat 
Bristol City 2-0 without 
Scotland's Willie Vonechie 
in the lineup. The referee 
ruled that a east on 
Donachie's injured wrist 
might endanger other 
players. 
Peter Barnes tormed the 
Bristol goal, scoring the 
fwst goal and hitting the bar 
six times later. 
CFL statigtics 
Rushing record 
falls again 
TORONOT CP-lt was just'a matter of time before Jimmy 
Edwards cracked the 1,000-yard ushing barrier for the 
second straight year of full employment in the Canadian 
Football League. 
The Hamilton Tiger-Cats running back rang up 118 yards 
along the ground Sunday in Hamilton's surprising 20-19 win 
over Montreal Alouttes to give him, 1,028 on the season after 
just 11 games. 
The Ticat speedstar, who Toronto Argonauts wouldn't 
give a passing look and Montreal included amoang six 
players traded to Hamilton last year for running hack Andy 
Hopkins, didn't reach the 1,000-yard mark until bee 16th- 
and final-scheduled game in 1976. 
.His closet pursuer this year is Jim Washington of Win, 
nipeg Blue Bombers, who, with 886 yards, is almost a shoe- 
in to top the 1,00-yard season for the second straight year 
barring injury. 
Others with a chance to move into the picture are Ottawa 
Rough Riders'Richard Holmes, 780 yards. Jim Germany of 
Edmonton Eskimos, 738 and Montreal's John O'Lasry 638. 
Holmes and Germany have six games remainin~ in which 
to pass the mark, Washington and O'Leary have hoe. 
The single-season rushing mark sot by Calgary Stam- 
peders' Willie Burden in 1975 of 1,896 yards doesn't seem 
threatened at the moment. 
The statistical eaders: , WESTERN CONFERENCE 
EASTERN CONFERENCE Scoring 
Scaring TD C FG S P 
TD CFG S P PassagHa, 6C 0 2S 28 S 114 
Sweet, M 01925 2 96 Cutler, E 02227 0111 
Andrusyshyn, T 0 12 17 10 73 Ruoff, W 0 24 19 15 96 
Organ, O 0 25 14 2 69 McFall, C 0 S 20 6 74 
Jambroslc, H 0 11 16 2 61 Macorltfl, S O 22 15 S 72 
Holmes, O 8 0 0 0 48 Scott, W 8 0 0 0 48 
M. Harris, H 6 0 0 0 36 Germany, E 7 0 0 0 42 
Dalla Rlva, M 6 O 0 0 36 trump, W 7 0 0 0 42 
Edwards, H 5a.2 0 0 34 
a--two two.point converslms Rushing 
Rushing C Yda Avg TD 
C YdsAvgTD J' Washington, W 
Edwards, H 166 1028 6.2 5 I59 886 5.6 3 
Holmes, O 121 780 6.4 8 Germany, E 134 738 5.5 6 
O'Leary, M 140 638 4.6 1 Crump, W 106 559 5.3 4 
Barnes, M 61 485 8.0 3 M. Strlckland, BC 
145 530 3,7 6 
Murphy, O 104 460 4.4 2 McGee, S 120 525 4.4 2 
Pass Receiving Pass Retelvlng 
No. YdsAvoTD No. Yds Avg TD 
Gabriel O 44 838 19.0 4 McGee, S 55 458 8.3 2 
Dalla Riva, M 33 433 13.0 6 
Edwards, H 33 207 6.3 0 Burden, C 49 495 10.1 2 
Scott, W 48 803 16.7 8 
Aynsley, M 31 609 19.6 2 Paterson, W 48 544 13.6 2 
M. Harris, H 31 483 15.6 4 Bailey, BC 40 432 10.8 2 
PASSING 
A C YdsI.CTD Passing 
Clements, O 2131332132121", A C YdsI-CTD 
Jones, H 213127149610 4 Lancaster, S 370 213 2560 16 11 
Ealey, T 164 981166 7 4 Tagge, BC 297 177 2239 11 11 
Barnes, M 141 77 991 5 5 Brock, W 264 143 1842 13 14 
Wade, M 80 51 677 3 4 Hufnagel, C 239 131 1595 g 4 
Wilkinson, E 197 122 1401 910 
Punting 
No. YdsAvg.LK Punting 
Clark, H 91 4280 47.0 70 No. Yds Avg LK 
Andrusyshyn, T 74 3372 45.6 70 Passaglla, BC 77 3440 44,7 78 
Wade, M 80 3514 43.9 57 llescl, E 33 1466 44.4 87 
Kunyk, O 48 1958 40.8 59 Ruoff, W 89 3926 44,1 81 
Buena, M 15 495 39.7 63 Macorlttl, S 95 4054 42.7 76 
Avery, 0 54 2139 39.6 56 Palmer, C 93 3764 40,5 61 
Punt Returns Punt Returns 
No. YdsAvgTD No. Yds Avg TO 
Bennett, T 37 463 12.5 0 
Edwards, H 35 387 I1.1 O Williams, S 51 510 10.0 0 
Rhino, M 31 380 12.3 0 Long, BC 49 506 10.3 0 
D. Harris, M 36 332 9.2 0 Hlghbaugh, E 42 447 10.6 0 
Hatanaka, O 29 323 11.1 0 Rosolowlch, W 34 366 10.8 0 
Bright, BC 23 289 12.6 0 
Kickoff Returns 
No. YdsAvgTD Kickoff Retorns 
Cites, O 17 411 24.2 0 No. YdaAvgTD 
Hatanaka, O 14 373 26.6 O Williams, S 21 519 24.7 0 
Rhino, M 14 360 25.7 0 Long, BC 17 463 27.2 0 
Bennett, T 13 329 25.3 0 Bright, BC 13 402 30.9 1 
Edwards, H 10 235 23.5 0 Crawford, C 15 365 24.3 0 
Interceptions H. Strlckland, E 18 327 18.3 0 
No. Yds LRTD 
E. Harris, T 5 144 115 1 Interceptions 
Perry, M 5 133 92 1 NO. Yds LRTD 
Beaten, M 4 11 6 0 M. Walker, W 4 74 43 0 
Rhino, M 3 108 56 0 Hlghbaugh, E 4 65 32 1 
D. Harris, M 3 76 47 0 Waiters, W 4 41 28 0 
Bennett, T 3 45 21 0 Burleson, C 4 24 15 0 
Marshall, T 3 42 37 0 Holllmon, E 3 109 82 0 
Ian Wallace scored a goal 
in each half to lead Ceventry 
to a 2-1 win over the 
Newcastle which suffered 
its sixth loss in seven games 
and remains last in the 
division. 
Leicester manager Frank 
McLintock was so shaken by 
Ms club's 3-0 loss to Not- 
~gham Forest hat he said 
he may reregister himself 
as a player. Leicester is 
only two points and two 
places above newcastle. 
I Scotland, Joe Harper's 
goal scoring kept Aberdeen 
on top of  the Premier 
Division. Harper matched a 
sur-rise Patrick lead and 
scored " in the second 
a 
Dundee took a 3<) lead 
over Motherwell but had to 
hang on for a 3-2 win that 
kept United in second place. 
Defending champion 
Clasgow Celtic finally 
scor~l its first victory of the 
season, 1-0, over Clydebaak 
on a goal by Tom McAdam. 
Goron Smith scored two 
goals, putting his season 
total at eight in leading 
Glasgow Rangers to a 2-0 
win over Ayr. 
Turf 
injuries 
rapped 
"It's certainly going to 
help the person who's being 
economically . shafted, '~ 
Gardom said of the 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
The National Football 
~o~Uon Players' criticized the 
U.S. government on Monday --The obligation of both 
for not taking steps to spouses to strive to become 
protect football players financially independent as 
from ~urios caused by soon as: :it is reasonably 
artificial turf. 
Ed Garvey, executive 
director of the association, 
said the ~oup is profoundly 
disappointed with the 
performance of the con- 
sumer product safety 
commission, the agency 
responsible for guarding the 
safety of consumer 
products. 
He was accompanied ata 
House of Representatives 
hearing by Larry Brown, a 
former all-we running back 
with Washington Redskins 
who retired before this 
season after a career 
marred by numerous knee 
injuries, 
The players' association 
has been trying for years to 
get the commission to 
examine the safety of ar- 
tificial turf, now used by 15 
of the 28 NFL teams. 
Garvey quoted figures 
compiled by the Stanford 
Research Institute that 
showed the five stadiums 
with highest major injury 
rate have artificial turf. 
"When major and minor 
injmT rates are combined, 
the data indicate that of the 
12 most dangerous fields, 10 
have artificial turf surfaces, 
whereas of the 11 least 
dangeroas fields, 10 are 
covered with natural 
grass," he said. 
A commission spokesman 
had no immediate comment 
on Garvey's ,testimony. 
Commission witnesses are 
scheduled to testify next 
week at a joint hearing of 
two House commerce 
subcommittees. 
Sports news 
in brief 
ARGOS GET WILLIS 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Toronto Argonauts of the 
Canadian Football League 
announced Wednesday they 
have acquired Slide Willis, 
27, a Canadian wide 
rece iver -s lo tback  fro 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers. 
The Bombers will receive 
one of the territorial 
rOtected p layers  the 
onauta will declare prior 
the 1978 college draft. 
NORDIQUES OPEN 
CAMP 
• I B.c Legislature ] 
Divorce bill provides equal shares 
VICTORIA (CP) -- possible after marriage method would be to order a cumulatedby either spouse the relatively calm labor 
Legislationentithngspoases breakup; _ spouse to post a bond or during the marriage to be  relations climate in the 
to an equal share in family --The enforcement of security valued up to $5,000 divided equally, between province. .. .. 
property upon dissolution of maintenance and .support with the court, spouses upon mnsomuon, Premier Bill Rannett.sam 
a marriarge was introduced awards granted to a spouse "Should a spouse withhold with the spouse owning • earlier that "nothing,s neen 
Monday in the British when it is determined that maintenance and support, property wor~ more than placed in jeopardf' as a 
Columbia legislature, spouse requires economic payments and fail to show an equa| snare corn- result of the bill. 
Attorney-General Garde assistance until he or she good reason . . ,  the court pensatlng the other for the He said objections to the 
Gardom said the principle of can establish economic in- may order a continuing difference. " bill raised by Len Guy; 
equality contained in the depetldence; attachment ofwages on the Meanwhile, the secreta~tresaurer of the 
legislation will be backed by --The recognition that spouse's current and future legislature began clausc-by- B.C. Fe~l..~a.flon f .Labor, 
new enforcement measures, spouses, working within the earnings." clause study damendments are we~.cm.m.y.pouucaL 
Gardom told reporters framework of the principles Gardom said a major to the B.C. Labor Code. Bennett sara mat necanse 
that due to the importance set out in the bill, may concern arising from New Democratic Party of Guy's close association 
and complexity of the new contract their own terms of ~ needless payment defaults MIAs repeated their earlier with the.NDP, he has lost 
bill, the government does property management and is the increasing trend for criticisms that the bill will . toucn vnm me rang ana me, 
not intend to proceed with it ownership in a marriage the dependent spouse to ap- makeit ougher for workers which supports the 
this session, giving the agreement, ply for public assistance. to  unionize and could hurt government. 
public achancetostudyits He said thatbecause the CROWN WOULD CLA IM Chrry--e-- p o i n t  ramifications, legislation will not be "Under the proposed 
legislation, and, with the 
consent of the person en- 
legislation. 
He said the bill recognizes 
marriage as a social- 
economic partnership in 
which the homemaking, 
bread-winning and child. 
rearing duties are consid- 
ered of equal value. 
"In the event of a 
marriage breakdown, it will 
therefore be presumed that 
both spouses have an actual 
interest in the marital 
property," the attorney. 
general said. 
ORDER PAYMENTS 
"Either spouse may be or- 
dered to make maintenance 
and sup~rt payments o the 
other and children ff it is 
shown that a spouse, for 
reasons of health, em- 
ployment opportunities, or 
child custody obligations i  
not able to achieve self- 
sufficiency." 
Gardom said the bill is 
based on three other win- 
ciples: 
QUEBEC (CP) -- World 
Hockey Assoc ia t ion  
champion Quebec Nor- 
diques opened their 1977-78 
training camp Wednesday 
in Beauport, Que., with a 
roster of  32 players. Coach 
Marc Bolleau must now 
reduce the roster to 21 men 
before the team's season 
opener Oct. 13 in Winnipeg 
against he Jets. 
proceeded with this session, 
:t is essentially a govern- 
ment position paper, 
fulfilling a promise made 
during January's throne 
speech. SHARING 
FLEXIBLE 
Gardom said that under 
the terms of the bill, the 
basic rule of equal sharing 
could be altered by the 
courts to allow a greater 
~rtion of family property to 
awarded to either spouse, 
"if the court decides, a 
reappor t ionment  of 
property would result in a 
more equitable division in 
lilght of the married 
couple's circumstances." 
He said family assets are 
defined under the bill "as 
being property which was 
nsedby either spouse, or the 
children of either spouse, for 
family purposes during the 
marriage.'" 
"Business property of 
either spouse would not 
ordinarily fall into this 
category," 'Gardom said. 
The minister said the 
government i tends,to adopt 
stronger procedure's to deal 
with spouses who fail to 
make maintenance and 
support payments. One 
tiffed to maintenance and 
support, the Crown itself 
would be able to claim 
support on that person's 
behalf rom the person who 
is responsible for the sup- 
port of that person, but who 
:s defaulting without just 
cause," Gerdom said. 
The attorney-general also 
said that underthe plans for 
spouses to enter into a 
marriage agreement, at 
least hree systems could be 
coasidered. 
The frst, he said, would be 
the separate property 
system, which generally 
a t t r ibutes  pr oper t  
ownership to the spouse who 
paid for the goods or prop- 
e'~ile"" second would be the 
full community system in 
which all ' property 
acquiured by a couple after 
a marriage, including 
business property, would be 
jointly owned and managed 
during the marriage and 
shared equally upon 
possible marriage • break- 
down. 
The third system, called 
deferred community, would 
call for property ac- 
site inadequate 
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) -- rectified within two or three" 
Trans Mountain Pipelifie months, sa id Ed Holt, 
Co.'s proposal for an oil project manager for the 
transfer station at Cherry consulting firm hired by the 
council Point, about 70 kilometres 
south of Vancouver, i s  
inadequate and mast be re- 
vamlK'd; a Washington state 
panel was told Monday... 
The private consutting 
firm of Mathematical 
Sciences Northwest told the 
state Energy Facility Site 
Evaluation Council the 
~ipeline firm's application 
contains many 
inadequacies in resI~c..t to 
both the letter and spirit" of 
the state siting law. 
The council also was told 
that Northern Tier Pipeline 
Co..plans to make changes 
in the route it is proposing 
for a transWashington oil 
p, i l~.line from Port Angeles, 
~tL~ih  
It could take at least a 
year to do ad.eguate studies 
of the potential nnpact of the 
Trans Mountain project on 
the environment, but most 
of the shortcomings could be 
Trans Mountain, which is 
80 Per cent owned by 
Atlantic Richfield Co., 
wants to develop an oil .~.rt 
at Cherry Point and utill, ze 
existing pipelines to snip 
crude oil to the Midwest. 
Washington Gov. Dixy 
Ray has indicated support 
for the ~opoeaL . . . 
Holt said a lengmy stuoy 
of that proposal sho~. that 
Trams Mountain needs to 
supply more graphics, more 
realistic and- n~om nearly 
compete construction time 
schedules, as well as more 
information on the envi- 
renmental impact. 
Holt said extra studies 
and field work shouldn't 
affect the construction 
schedule and that some of 
the supplemental infor- 
mation could be submitted 
after construction is ac- 
tually under way. 
0RLEAN'S FASHIONS 
$78,000 s,o= REMAINING 
FINEST QUALITY-HAME BRAND LADIES WEAR 
L~ 
* A FEW ITEMS IN SOME DEPARTMENTS REMAIN A TREMENDOUS BUY AT 40% OFF 
"WINTERCOATS'LEATHER COATS" 
• PANT SUITS'SKIRTS'BLOUSES" 
"DRESSES'EVENING GOWNS'SWEATERS" 
DRESSING GOWNS, LINGERIE, PANTiHOSE, JEWELLRY, HANDBAGS, BELTS, WEDDING DRESSES, 
JUMP SUITS, SWIM SUITS, NIGHT GOWNS, SCARVES, MUCH MORE... ' 
III I r I 
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1. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur. 
sdey every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.66,11. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
1. Coming Events 
• • I IB I  I I II I In l • 
The "IndePendent Order of .  
Foresters are having a Tea. & 
Bauer at. the Elks Hall on 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade Items, baking and' 
much more. 
There will be a meeting at 
Terrace Child Minding Centre 
Tuesday, Sept. 27,1977, 0:00 
p.m. at ~20 Olson for Interested 
parents. For more information 
phone 638:~11. (P.16-17) 
Religious Education Classes 
are ~ing held at Sacred Heart 
Parish for children from kin- 
dergarten to grade 9 Inclusive. 
CIHSSS Sunday mornings 9 a.m. 
• 10 a.m. at Verltes School. The 
last day for registration for 
these clessos will be Sunday 
October 2nd. 
Contact Sister Joseph Mary 
Office: 635.9475 
Convent: 635-5435. (I).17.21) 
HOUSE PLANT SALE: Sat. 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 Oct. 1at 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., 4912 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For Park Ave. 
more Information phone 635. Variety of Houseplants. 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
N~,,etings 1st Wednesdayof each 
month at 6 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meeting . Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watdhers scaling held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
First Annual ~ General Meeting 
of the Terrace Assoclatlen for 
the summer school of Arts, will 
be held at $:00 p.m. Tues. Sept. 
27, 1977 In the lobby of the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre (p.to.27) 
The Cath0!lc Womans~League., 
aod Ba zzaa r~ on-3~h":(Ic~Itl~at~ ~ 
the Verltes Audlforlum.' (cff) 
CTr 
Canadian- Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday at Thorhlll 
Elementary School 7:00 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thorhill.. Further 
information call 635.5686. or 635. 
7425. 
A special general meeting of 
the Skeene Valley Golf and 
Country Club membership Is 
called for Tuesday October 4th., 
at 8:00 p.m. In the Clubhouse. 
Th!s concerns your Funding 
Committee reports, recom. 
mendatlons, discussion of 
General Meeting for election of 
n~w ~J~fflcers and Interlm 
Operatlon of the Club. It Is 
vitally Important you affend.(p. 
Oct.4) 
The Tamltlk Women's 
Association wil l  hold their 
annual general meeting on 
Thursday, September 29, at 8 
p.m. In the Kitlmat Women's 
Centre In the Nechako Centre. 
The Terrace Branch of the 
P lanned Parenthood 
Association has resumed It's 
second year of work In the 
community. We are hopeful 
that there will be many new 
people who share an Interest In 
the w ek of the Association by 
attending the films, lectures 
and discussion groups planned 
the near future. 
For Further Information on 
the future programs you can 
attend a meeting of the Terrace 
Branch of  the Planned 
Parenthood Asso¢latlan on 
Wednesday September 28 at 8 
P.m. in the basement of the 
Public Library. (p-28) 
Dance 
By the Terrace Minus One Club. 
Sat. Oct. 1st 9 P.M. In the 
Sandman Inn. All single , 
divorced, separated or widowed 
persons 25 years and older are 
welcome. 
For Further Information 
Phone 635.2094 or 635.9649.)C-1& 
21) 
A Tea and Bazaar will be hold In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
Tho.I.O.F. regular meetlnge-3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Sept. 27 to Oct. 11. exJ~lbltlon of 
art selected for office display In 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
Oct. 4 - 8:00 p.m. general 
msatlng of the Torraca Art 
Association. New comers 
welcome. Library Arts Room. 
Proceeds to Terrace Child 
Development Centre. For 
Donations or Information phone 
635-5650. (c-OCt. 1.77) 
4. Engagements 
Mr. and Mrs. James Morton are 
pleased to announce the 
angagemant of their sen'Tom to 
Romw, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Ronald Cure; also their 
sa¢ond oldest daughter Karan, 
to Doug, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Hugh McLarty, all of Terrace. 
Wedding plans to be announced 
at a later date. (p.18) 
13. Personal 
Roflexolegy by Pearl. Call 635- 
3854. (p.1g-21 F-7,14,21,28) 
14. Business Personal 
I • I I I I I  
I 
~i l ib  Refri|~ration 
4623 soucI E 635-2188 
4)  
Authorized 
Sarvlca Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
ctf)  
I 
E.W. Leadscaplng 
Box 454, Terrace, B.C. 
• Specializing In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Care- Insect & Erosion Control, 
Fencing & Contruct Blasting 
6364tt) 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(c.20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 435. 
UTior631-1281. (cff) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmatss. Phone L15.6874 
• or 6N-I~1. (cff) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Ioblsos. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum, (cff) 
f 
" TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and pol ice permit 
required. Contact menager~ 
Terrace Taxi - 635-2242. (ctf) 
ASTROLOGY 
Register now for beginners 
S, Advanced evening classes. 
For more Information or con. 
sultatlons. Phone 635.2390. 
(Evenings) 
P.16-5) ' 
19. Help Wanted 
Wanted- a babysitter for two 
nights during the week, Call 635. 
4379. (P.16-17-18-) 
The illness 
you'll never see 
• ~,oming. Get In 
shape ~ and 
don't give the 
enemy a big 
target. 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
19. Help Wanted 
. .  I I I I  
TIMEKEEPER 
TERRACE 
$961-$1,053 
For  Provlnclal Mlnlstry of 
Hlghways, to perform time- 
• keeplng and other clerlcal 
dutles for Dlstrlct Offlce. cost 
accounting, malntalnlng and 
enterlng time on pay forms, 
preparlng payrolls, main. 
talnlng verlous records, (In- 
cludlng personnel), and 
preperlng monthly reports. 
Three years' clerical ex- 
perience, Including bookeeping- 
time.keeping; mathematical 
ability. 
Isolation allowance of $49.50. 
mo. Is paid. 
Canadian citizens are given 
preference. 
Obtain applications from the 
Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelsa Ave., Terrace V8G 1PS 
and return to the Public Service 
Commission, 1,188 Fourth Ave., 
PRINCE GEORGE V2L 4Y2 
IMMEDIATELY. 
COMPETITION NO. 77:1909. 
(olo) 
24. Situations Wanted 
Will babysit In my home area on 
Straume Ave. Phone 638.1569. 
17-21) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at I0c, 
25c, 50c sin. order aS.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Lerkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mine, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c-7-21) 
J~ust sell; i In;lis fridge'and 1 
Kenmore stove 40" range. J.E. 
freezer 14cu. ft. Phone 635.4948 
after 6:00 638.1896. (C-14-15.16- 
17.18) 
Wlaner and feeder pigs for sale. 
5 sows. 1 pure bed landrece 
boar. Phone 842.5408. (C-15.16. 
17.18.19.) . . . .  
ARDALE LAB SHEPPARD 
CROSS PUPPIES: to give 
awaytogood home. Phone 635. 
2315 after 4:30 p.m. (c-17,18) 
39. Boats & Engines 
ForSale: SAILBOAT- CROWN 
23 • Excellent condition - 
Customizecl for Northern B.C. 
waters and extensively cruised. 
very well equipped, Including 5 
sails, outboard, through deck 
anchor, dingy, compass, C.B. 
and much extra gear. Berthed 
Yacht Club. Asking $9,800. To 
vlew 624.4114 evenings. (P- 
17,18,19.) 
For Sale: 12' speed boat and 18 
H.P. Johnson outboard. Hood 
for VW Bug. Large luggage 
carder for van. Urop leaf table 
With benches. Phone 635.2923 or 
sseat 4214 Thomas St . N. (p.18. 
19) 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent for single gen- 
tlmen In the bench area. With 
kitchen and living roon 
facilities. Phone 635.3971 CTF 
47. Homes for Rent 
1 bedroom furnished house. 
Situated In Thornhilh Phone 
635.5775 or 635.5874. (p-18) 
48. Suites for Rent 
I I 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
• 635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no.pets, 
,(off) , 
I II 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
:)fflce No. 2 • 4603 Scoff. One 
~wo and three bedroom apart. 
qnents. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
;paclous, security lock-up and 
~atrol. 
635.5224 
(cff) 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT 
SUITE nice, clean, and quiet 
area close to school and 
hospital. Phone 635.7503 (p.17. 
21) 
47. Homes for Rent 
l i b  I I  
For Rant: 2 BEDROOM 
~HOUSE close to hospital. 
Phone 635.7191 for more in. 
formation. (c-17,21) 
48. Suites for Rent 
m 
H ILLSIDE LODGE 
4430 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers 
only. Phone 635.6611. (cff) 
2 bedroom basement suite for 
rent. With friclge and stove. 
Close to school and town. Phone 
635-5963. (p-18-19) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, lY2 baths, ~/2 
block from schools. 3 mln.walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3530 Kalum. (ctf) 
2 bedroom suite. Available 
October I, 1977. Centrally 
located. Phone 635-9471 (ctf) 
49. Homes for Sale 
Four bedroom house with un. 
finished basement On S acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60" x 40' wide and 
20" high. On 12.5 acres, ~,~ mile 
from city LImI1O. For more 
Information phone Houston il~. 
2928 or write to Box 580. (p.Oct 
14) 
House for sale 
2 bedroom home. To be moved 
off "property. Phone 635-2537. 
(C.15.1&17-18.19.) 
For Sale:*;. 3 bedroom modul!r 
home; Full beiementon 2acres 
$34,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
3961 (c-sapt. Oct) 
FOR SALE: Completely 
renovated, 3 bedroom home, 
close to all facilities. 
Reasonably priced. Phone 635. 
6829 (p-18-21) '~ 
4017 Banner ST. 4 year old home 
on fully landscaped lot. Full 
basement, 4 bedrooms. Carpet 
throughout. Gas heating. 
Immaculate oondltlan. To view 
Ishene 635.3946. (1 ruth 27) 
I 
FOR SALE 
I bedroom home with corn- 
dated bas(,~ent, suite carpeted 
~hroughout, Shaw fireplace 
plus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after 
5 p.m. for details. Priced at 
$31,soo. (cff) 
56. Business Opportunity 
Mall Order Marketlngl Huge 
Profits. No . experience 
necessary. Send self addressed 
stamped long envelope. Mc- 
Clelland Enterprises Dept 
TDH.91 344 Hwy. 97 S. C~esnel, 
B.C. V2J 4C6 (c-15.20) 
57. Automobiles 
Must sell 1973 Vega G.T. plus 
winter tires. In fairly good 
condition.. Interested portle~ 
only. For further information 
Phone 635.5191 (p-18-21) 
For Sale: 1966 GMC. Needs 
work S200. Phone 635.5270. after 
6:00 p.m. (p.18-19) 
1951 Ford Pick-up truck with a 
19.% T Bird Motor. Phone after- 
s:0o o.m. Make offers 638.1242. 
(P-16-20) 
Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (otf) 
1970 Ford Custom. Four dr. 
sedan, 302 cubic Inch, 
automatic. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635.6235 or 635.4328 (,:If) 
1969 Chevy 4x4 short box, step 
aside. Gsodcondlton Phone 635. 
2770, (P.16.21) 
1968 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 
CONVERTABLE with radio. In 
good condition. Phone 638.8305 
before 4.30 p.m. after 5 p,m. 
635.5008 (p.17.21) 
1973 VOLKSWAGON WINDO~A 
VAN: Needs minor, repalr~ 
$2,500.00 Phone 632.6320. (c.17 
21) 
Must sell: 1972 Chevelle 4.dr. 
Sedan. Excellent condition. 
Many extras. Phone 635.2934. 
(p.18.21) 
I 
57. Automobiles 
I | 
1973 Chov Met Ibu Sports - 2 door 
hardtop (vinyl) 350. P.5. & P.B. 
.. radio • tape deck. new tires 
and extra rims and tires. One 
owner. Excellent condition. (p- 
18.21) 
58. Mobi le Homes 
Moving Must Sail: Lot with 2 
bedroom trailer and a 12x42 
addition contains 3 furnished 
rooms plus I/2 bath. Also a 20x32 
garage. Asking 617,500. But 
negotiable. Phone 635.3897. (18- 
21) 
1968 Classic 12x60 3 bedrooms '2 
Joey shacks. Frldgo and stove. 
Excellent condition. Priced for 
Immediate sale. To view at 
No.S1 Timberland or call 635. 
4422 after 5:00 p.m. (c-10.21) 
For Sale: 1974 12'x68' Bendix 
trailer. Fully furnished. Set up 
In picturesque Braun's Island 
trailer park. Must sell.very 
reasonable price. Call 638.1091 
preferably evenings. (eft) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
1976 20" VANGUARD MINI 
MOTOR HOME on a Ford 
chassis has a 460 motor, air 
condition - for more Into Phone 
635-3430 (p.17.21) 
Oddities 
in the news 
CHARLESTON, W. Va. 
(M)) - -  The increasing use 
of citizen's band radio by 
prostitutes has produced a
new term for an old disease. 
Officials call it CBVD for 
veneral disease spread by 
prostitutes using the air- 
waves to make dates. 
"When you have a 
prostitution house, you know 
where it is. But with the CB, 
ever~bedy involved is more 
elusive," said Ronald 
Bryant, head of the veneral 
disease section of the state 
health department." 
The CB prostitutes have 
most of their encounters 
along interstate highways-- 
at truck stops, rest stops and 
large parking lots, he said. 
EAST WINDSOR, N.J. 
OIROULATIOI 
DEFARTMEN1 
PHONE 635.63  
BETWEEN 
11 a .m.  - 4 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
(AP) -- The robbery of a 
bank here may have 
brought a tear to the eye of 
the holdup man, especially 
when he realized he prob- 
ably will get caught red- 
handed, police said. 
The gunman left the 
TITLE FIGHT SET Franklin State Bank with 3212 St. Torraoe 
MILAN (Reuter) the hag of money he asked 
Italian promoter Rodolfo for, police said, but the bag ~ 
Sabatini says he has signed also contained a cannister of 
RedrigoValdesofCelombia red dye that he hadn't ~ 
and Benny Briscoe of requested. 
Philadelphia to fight for the The cannister is desi~,neo 
vacant world middiweight to explode and ernst a 
boxing title in Campione powder that permanently 
d'ltaUe on~ Nov. 5. • stains anything it touches. • Ambitious boys or  g i r l s  to  do c 
25~x 36' 
12 sheets only. 3 ,75  
THE DAILY HERALD 
DEALERS WANTED 
promslne Indu(Im: 
KODAK WESTINGHOUSE 
BURGESS KEYSTONE 
POLAROID ... .  HOLSTON ALBUMS ~' .  
gl~nlB Ililgm aolMr M Inlklsll~l 
Call Mr. Green COLLECT (614) 228-1753 
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO SUPPLY  
144 N. Third St. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
routes. 
Good experience and earnings fo 
right persons. 
. . . .  Phone Mr, Loiselb 63~7 
The Terrace Daily Herald 
) 
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i 
MR. RETAILER! 
If you read this you have just been 
exposed to the dynamic effect of 
newspaper advertising. 
Put it to work for you-you'll know it works! 
THE DAILY HERALD 
63§-6357 
I II I L l  1 I I I n 
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THE LIGI![TER SIDE 
The Wizard of Id 
9-.'7 
Bonar's AT 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
- 
L 
iN Ti-l~ Ml i~l .~ OF "~a/1/11111111 
oce~x~ ...~oGr M~, ~ ' / / I  / I I I II I II 
W,Fe, A~D A ~U~Cv~ /11/11111111" 
o# ~l~Ls . . .  ~ 1 1  
B.C .  
HATe U~. C.~A~F~ P 
Catfish 
o i I I  
by  Add ison  
C;] ;() )i'd 
ACROSS 37 Regenerate 
1 Moosolike 40 Tobox 
animal 41 "--,a bone, " 
4 Wading bird and..." 
8.4.~uage ill Coflcaturlst 
12 Sheltered 40 Small: 
side comb, form 
13 Border upon 47 Auricular 
14 Poisonous 48 New: 
tree comb. form 
15 Known 49 Kind of 
before- moss 
hand 50 Infant 
17 Beams 51 Lively 
18 Agem DOWN 
19 Trojan-- 1 Sprite 
20 Mexican 
coins 
DBard 
24 Uncles 
(Scot.) 
25 Hider on 
ship 
Waterfall 
30 Woman's 
scarf 
31 Chalice 
3Z Bohamas 
resort 
34 Store away 
35 Accidental 
crack 
Relentless 
I 2 
2 Between 
Cancer 
and Vlrgo 
Coalofl 4 Herolc 
stories 
Ancient 
Greek 
coin 6 Flee 
7 Corroded 
8 Princess 
lovedhy 
• Zeus 
Armadillo 
10 States 
Avg. solution time: 25 rain. 
IH IE IN IY IE IA I~ I~NI  
Answer to yesterday's puzzle.. 
~,t  s 6 ~ ~8 
~13 ~,4  
I1 Being 
lS Epic poetry 
19 ~nventor 
ofsewiug 
machine 
20 Mere money 
~1 Arabian 
chinftaln 
Wading 
bird 
Young 
donkey 
2.5 Portico 
26 Irrigating 
Cupid 
28 Gape 
30 Eject 
33 Walt of 
execution 
34 Altair, 
forone 36 Nutmeg, 
foroue 
37 Storm 
38 City in 
Peuna. 39 2ola novel 
4O Donlin bbd a~ Weep aloud 
43 --loss ~or 
words 
~I --urchin 
45 Bauble 
9 IO It 
I by johnny hart ,, 
I 
I 
27 28 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by "r~e Chicago Trlbune.N.Y.News Synd. inc. 
,, DEAR ABBY: My husband (It1 call him "John") took out 
a life insurance policy 15 years ago. The agent hesitated 
.. selling him a policy because John is 6 foot g..'I'he agent said 
"extra tall" people have a shorter We expectancy nocaUse 
they usually develop heart problems. He explained that 
the heart has to work much harder pumping the blood in a 
very tall parson than in a person of average size. , 
I believe Mother Nature compensates by giving me 
extra large man a heart large enough to handle the job, but 
John believes the agent, and he keeps insisting he'll never 
see 55. (He's 45 now.)Both John's parents are alive and in 
their 80s. 
Anything you can find out about this will be greatly 
appreciated. - 
JOHN'S WIFE 
DEAR WIFE: My heart expert says, "I am not aware of 
any documented evidence supporting the theory that the 
heart works harder in extra tall people; certainly It doesn't 
In giraffes and in professional basketball players. John 
would do better to Usten to a competent cardiologist than 
to the Insurance agent." 
DEAR ABBY: I am a Widow who recently married a 
widower. He keeps talking about his first wife. What 
should I do? 
HADrr 
DEAR HAD IT: Keep talidng about your next husband. 
DEAR ABBY: Iwork in an office, and every time there in 
a collention to be taken up to buy a coworker agift, this one 
woman always does the colleeting and buying. Recently 
she bought our supervisor a purse. She said it cost $21. I 
like the purse very much and went to the store to buy one 
for myself. There, I found it was marked $16.98, so I asked 
the manager if the purse had been marked down. He 
assured me i(~had not, and he said they never had one even 
slmil~r at any other price. 
In checking the price on a few other items, I found thai 
this woman had ripped us off when buying some otbo~ 
gifts. I told several coworkers, but no one wants t( 
mention it to her, and I don't either. 
Next t/me a collection is, made, how should this b~ 
handled? 
RIPPED OFF 
DEAR RIPPED: Why walt until "next time"~ Since you 
are the one who uncovered rids petty ddseling, let the 
ddseler know what you learned. You needn't apologize 
when calling a c~ook a crook. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FA'rSO IN MEMPHIS": ' l~  
putting your bst lnom scale in front of your refrigerator. 
I'-_-- . - ,/- ) 
Although cats can see in the dark better than most animals, 
in total darkness they cannot see at all. 
SCORPIO nt, J~, 
~Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
As with Libra, you will also 
have to dampen enthusiasm a 
bit. Excessive optimism could 
lead you to impractical ex- 
tremes. 
SAGITrARIUS ~t~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Reject the foolish notions of 
others. That logical mind of 
yours will come up with an- 
swers that are reasonable and 
solid. 
CAPRICORN 1~J~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Don't get wrought up over the 
spending habits of a partner -~ 
marital or business. With a little 
thought, compromise I s  
passible. 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
This will be one of those days 
when you'll have to "go it 
alone." Cooperation is likely to 
be spotty or nonexistent. But 
you CAN cope. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
You are in a mood to explore 
areas off the beaten path, but be 
careful not to wade in beyond 
your depth. Trends are 
changing. 
YOU BORN TODAY, as a 
Libran, are an extremely 
versatile individual, endowed 
with a great love of beauty and 
a natural ability to create things 
which fulfill ~ side of yourself 
and bring great pleasure to 
others as well. You are also fond 
of intellectual pursuits and are 
most content in work which 
perinits you to profitably era, 
ploy the mind. Many of those 
born on this date have deep~ 
religious and philosophical 
feelings and these are ofton 
expressed in their writings and 
art. Traits to curb: moodiness 
and hypersensitivity. Birthdote 
of: St. Alfoaso da Ligourl, 
scholar, theologian; Charles K 
Percy, U,S. sonater. 
• WHAT'/-/.-V NOTHING/ ~" 
• WE 0o.;" • HE'5 6ETTIN5 
J THE BOttOm-. 
~11/11 ~II I I~  ~' ~"~% 
HE ~','VOV~J TOO! 
Mu~H/ ~VE • 
GOTTA 5TO.O~ 
YOU'ReL  W#Fli! A M I V I J  
~pIDER-NLAN, 
N 
• r~ 1 uoonesDury by Garry T d=u 
I /¢70NTHATSO, OOO..~OCUB/C I I 7~e~z~m~r~#k. ALIA. [ [PANf5 ACTII~P/P£LT~, NHAT NBLL, FI/~5"/'N~. [ 
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a ~ a , 
The Amazing plder-man 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
DOe . ~V~y WORD 
I ~ z ~Y.., 
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I was 
attracted to your column on 
coffee and its effect on the 
human body. For several 
years I had the symptoms you 
mentioned. I did not know the 
cause of my problem. 
I felt nervous, nauseated 
and was in very poor health. 
In fact, I went through the 
Mayo Clinic a'nd Scripps 
Clinic without finding out my 
problem. I was on Valium 
when I read your column. 
I quit coffee six years ago 
and feel like a new person 
although I am 69 years old. 
Had I not read your column I
know I would never have 
reached age 69. Could you 
send me a copy of The Health 
Letter on coffee nerves? 
DEAR READER -- I am 
glad that stopping coffee has 
enabled you to feel so much 
better. You might have lived 
anyway but enjoyed it less. 
The caffeine in coffee and in 
other drinks is a stimulant to 
the nervous system. You 
might call it a "liquid go pill." 
Certainly anyone who needs a 
tranquilizer should not be 
drinking coffee, tea or colas. 
No, I am not surprised that 
you were seen in two good 
clinics and the possibility that 
coffee was eausmg you trou- 
ble was ignored. When I was 
professor of medicine at 
Baylor College of Medicine in 
Houston, I saw many cases in 
the clinic of patients who had 
burning in the pit of the 
stomach and indigestion with 
SPINACH 
Spinach no longer heads 
the list of vegetables hated 
most by kids. The Depart- 
ment of Agriculture has sur- 
veyed over 2,500 American 
households and found that 
younger eaters dislike, in or- 
der, eggplant, urnips, okra, 
asparagus, brussels prouts, 
beets, squash, broccoli, and 
chuliflower. 
a similar problem/Often X 
rays of the stomach and gall 
bladder would be normal and 
the patient would be given 
tranquilizers. No one bothered 
to find out the patient was 
drinking from six to 12 cups of 
coffee a day. So, the patient 
went home and washed down 
the tranquilizers with cups of 
liquid go pills -- coffee. 
Simply taking away the 
coffee and throwing away the 
tranquilizers did wonders foc 
many of these people. Stop- 
ping coffee and other caffeine 
containing drinks would do 
wonders for our overwrought, 
anxious society. 
I am sending you The 
Health Letter number 1-1, 
Coffee, Tea, Cola, Cocoa, that 
you requested. Others who 
want this information can 
send 50 cents for it with a 
long, stamped, self-addressed 
envelope for mailing. Just 
,write to me in care of this 
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, 
Radio City Station, New York, 
NY 10019. 
~: sAIP You ~Ipl~_'l;Ii~i~ I ~e~J~ A uTTLe ' [ ,letter used stands for unotber, lf you think that X equals O, It 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, gVeRY ~/oRl:) 1 6A?.,' I FI~.p oF ~A~,~.... ~:l und words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
" I - - - -  
~ "  °~ ~ib~. l l  Lawrence E.Lamb, M.D. ' 
,m= ' r~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Other people may play an 
important role in day's ac- 
tivities. Much will depend upon 
your resctions. Don't split hairs 
in discussions of minor im- 
portance. 
TAURUS ~V"  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Financial matters favored -- 
especially in the a.m. On the 
personal score, however, you 
may run ~te a hit of difficulty in 
a romantic situation. 
emmNi H ~  
(May 22 to June 21) 
Stellar influences now give 
you a sharp, practical outlook 
on projecte in which you are 
interested. Take advantage of 
the situation. 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Attempts to alleviate an 
economic situation should be. 
most successful now. The 
resources of another may even 
be put at your disposal. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Confusion could result if you 
misinterpret instructions 
miscalculate inany way. A day 
for double-checking everything. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Don't expect associates to be 
amenable to the usual ap- 
proaches now. Some situations 
will call for extreme delicacy in 
hanl~ing. ~ 
LUU~ .n .~ 
(sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Your lively imagination may 
be running out of bounds right 
now. So, in trying to launch your 
ideas, be sure to separate the 
inntestle from the feasible. 
I~R TUESDAY, 
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Yesterday's "Cr ,  toquIp--JUMPING ROPE JOL,S'  Yourlndividual Hagar the Horrible by DikBrowne MOPPET'S CLINGING CUR.. Horoscope 1977 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Todafs Cryptoqulp clue:. P equals D 
- ,, The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution eipher~ln which each Prances Drake 
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O r'tl 
by Rog Bollen 
ITS, T~O(~4 3"0 FIND A 
~N11~-'T WHO ~ FANC.~G. 
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Hearts Also Come 
In Economy Size 
